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Abstract 
Financial lending institutions continuously look at improving their credit risk models. 
This study examines the performance of three estimation methods: logistic regression, 
decision tree, and neural networks, in terms of their misclassification rates of credit 
default. The study uses 17,328 loans of grain producers for the period of 2006 - 2010. 
Those loans belong to the category of “diversified loans / core standard” originating from 
a large financial lending institution. The data has been split into nine different sets to 
acknowledge three factors: the shift in price of grains to a higher plateau after 2006, the 
contamination effect on defaulting on more than one loan, and the lack of information 
provided by the borrower at the time the loan is initiated. Findings show that credit 
default predictions vary slightly depending on the model used. In addition, when 
excluding the data for the loans that were refinanced and matured in 2006 there are a 
different set of significant variables that affect the prediction of default. The results also 
show the importance of having separate models for borrowers with one loan versus those 
borrowers with more than one loan. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Farmers need money to be able to run their businesses, to change their equipment, 
buy seeds, fertilizers and other inputs, and pay for labor and other expenses. Many 
financial institutions offer loans to farmers. Those financial institutions aim to 
generate profit from the interest rate charged on each loan. Their concern is not to 
lend to farmers who will not pay back the loan, as they will lose part of the capital, 
and the interest. They will also acquire losses that offset the benefits acquired from 
several other borrowers. For this reason, every financial institution providing loans to 
farmers has a continuous incentive to create a better mechanism for assessment of 
borrowers. For a financial lending institution, some questions remain not fully 
answered. How much knowledge can the financial institution extract from the data 
stored throughout the years? Can the original financial and non-financial data 
provided by the borrower indicate the probability of the loan to default and which can 
potentially help in the decision of approving the loan? And what is the potential 
information that needs to be stored for future analytical use? This study intends to 
provide a contribution to answer those questions since financial lending institutions 
aim to continuously improve their credit assessment models to increase the level of 
prediction accuracy which will potentially lead to a decrease in their portfolio 
exposure to credit risk. 
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1.1 Statement of the problem 
The granting of loans by creditors is a challenging decision with the current economic 
crisis. Back in 1973, Conley (1) states that “the years 1972 and 1973 will long be 
remembered as being unique in the history of U.S. grain marketing”. He stated 
several events and I will mention two of them:  
1. The U.S. sold wheat and other grains in relatively large amounts to Russia and 
mainland China. This induced higher prices, but many farmers were not able to 
benefit from the export subsidies paid as they had sold their grain already.  
2.  The increase in demand for soybeans.  
In 2006, 2007 grain producers did benefit from higher prices compared to previous 
years and those years will long be remembered as well. Would looking to the farm 
borrower loan pay back and default be similar before and after this period?  
For the creditors it is of great importance to assess correctly the risk profile of all 
applicants for credit. The capacity to differentiate between customers is crucial. The 
refusal of good credit can cause the loss of future profit margins (commercial risk) 
and the approval of bad credit can cause the loss of the interest and the principal 
money (credit risk). The losses might have been reduced through full knowledge of 
the loan characteristics and a better credit risk evaluation system. 
Consequently, a reliable model that predicts defaults accurately is imperative. 
Creditors should base their decision on a reliable model to make some corrective or 
predictive measures. An accurate credit risk assessment will allow the creditors to 
make a better request for collateral corresponding to the risk, to price the loan 
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correspondingly, to decide which loans need special monitoring, and to evaluate the 
agricultural loan portfolio of a financial institution. 
As a result, there is a need to build models that help in credit classification. Those 
models are generally based on large past databases of loans that support the decision 
process. Those models will also classify loan applications into good and bad 
applications. A good application is the one that belongs to an applicant that is credible 
to be given a loan, and a bad application is an application that should be rejected due 
to the probability of the applicant not returning the loan. The results describe feasible 
and handy models that can be economically adopted by financial institutions serving 
the agricultural sector.  
 
1.2 Objectives and significance of the study 
A major source of risk encountered by an agricultural lending financial institution is 
credit risk. It accounts for the risk of loss from agricultural loan defaults. Several 
objectives are to be achieved through the classification and prediction of agricultural 
loans default. Those objectives can be summarized as follows:  
1. Identify the financial and non-financial variables that signal the capacity of 
borrowers to pay back the loan, and 
2. Determine the best model(s) to evaluate credit risk.  
These objectives were achieved through the use of logistic regression, decision trees, 
and neural network, to determine the predictive accuracy of each method after using 
different samples for training, validation and testing. The benefits of the models 
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suggested are in their capacity to provide a better credit risk assessment which, when 
combined with the convenient decision process, will potentially lead to a better 
allocation of the financial institution’s capital.  
The aim of this study is to provide an additional tool that helps in reducing the 
proportion of unsafe borrowers which will have a positive effect on the financial 
institution. Due to the significance of credit risk analysis, this study was done to add 
additional information to the agricultural loan decision-making process, potentially 
decrease the cost and time of appraisal of loan applications, and decrease the level of 
uncertainty for loan officers by providing knowledge extracted from previous loans. 
The extraction of knowledge was done through the examination of both financial and 
non-financial criteria of the business, and of the operator, to identify the credit risk.  
   
1.3 Organization of the study 
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. A background section about 
credit risk evaluation and a literature review follows the introduction. Chapter Three 
presents the data used and the data preparation process. In Chapter Four the methods 
are reviewed, explained and discussed. Chapter Five describes the results and 
compares the methods adopted. Chapter Six states some concluding remarks and 
directions for further future research. 
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Chapter 2: Background and literature review 
2.1 Previous studies  
Several studies looked at the evaluation of agricultural loan applications. One of the 
studies examined the characteristics and performance of 87 credit scoring models that 
were used by lenders (Ellinger, Splett and Barry 1992). Their target was to measure 
the consistency among the models. They found a lack of a uniform model or models 
that can be used by lenders to evaluate the creditworthiness of agricultural borrowers. 
Furthermore, the predictive accuracies of four alternative credit scoring models (the 
linear probability model, discriminate analysis, logit and probit) have been analyzed 
by Turvey (1991). He used loan application data from Canada’s Farm Credit 
Corporation. The findings did not show a great deal of predictive accuracies in the 
four model types (between 71.5% and 67.1%) but stresses the importance of inclusion 
of both qualitative and quantitative attributes when choosing the credit scoring model. 
Another study looked at 157,853 loans in the seventh Farm Credit District Portfolio. 
The results of the study show the accuracy of financial performance ratios (repayment 
capacity, owner equity, and working capital origination loans) in calculating the 
expected probability of default (Featherstone, Roessler and Barry 2006). 
Featherstone, et al. (2007) used data from a survey that they conducted in Kansas and 
Indiana to explore the agricultural lending process. Their main targets were to 
investigate the factors (financial, non-financial information, borrower and lender 
characteristics) used by financial institutions when deciding the approval of the loans 
requested by farm borrowers and the interest rates. They used tobit models to 
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generate a loan approval decision model and OLS models to determine the interest 
rates presented to farm borrowers.  
Featherstone, et al. (2007) used the credit-scoring model of  Featherstone, Roessler 
and Barry (2006) to calculate the log odds ratio in order to determine the probability 
of default (credit risk). The log odds ratio used is equal to: 
?? ? ??????????????? ??????
????????????????? ??????
? ? ???????? ? ??????????? ? ???????????? ?
?????????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??????
The independent variables are as follows: RC represents the repayment capacity 
percentage, OE is the owner equity percentage, and WC is the working capital 
percentage. The calculation of the probability of default now becomes possible; 
??????????????????????? ? ? ?
??
?????
        (2.2) 
where xb is the result of the right hand side of the equation of the log odds ratio. 
The lending factors used in the study of Featherstone, et al. (2007) are character, Fair 
Isaac credit bureau score (“a quantitative nonfinancial variable that provides an 
indication of the borrower’s financial integrity” p.19), financial record keeping, 
productive standing, and credit risk. An example of four hypothetical agricultural 
loan requests can be summarized in figure 2.1 below: 
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Figure 2.1: “Hypothetical Agricultural Loan Requests” (Featherstone, et al. 
2007, 21) 
 
LQ, MID, and UQ refer to Lower Quartile, Mid Quartile and Upper Quartile, 
respectively. 
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A description of the five elements that determine the Fair Isaac Credit Bureau Score 
(FICO) is provided in figure 2.2 below: 
 
Figure 2.2: The five categories that constitute the components of a FICO score 
(myFICO 2010) 
 
Their findings are that the experience of the loan officers (in years) negatively affects 
the proportion of loan granted (Featherstone, et al. 2007). In addition, the amount of 
time (in hours) spent by loan officers on agricultural loans had a positive impact on 
the proportion granted. Furthermore, the results of the middle productive standing 
variable are higher than the upper quartile productive standing which may imply that 
productive standing is important to avoid borrowers in the lower quartile. They also 
state that it may imply that productive standing is not an important factor in the 
agricultural loan decision-making. Additionally, FICO has a large impact on the 
proportion granted. Moreover, their expected results show that as the borrower’s 
35% 
30% 
15% 
10% 
10% 
Payment History
Amounts owed
Length of credit history
New credit
Types of credit used
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financial record abilities increase, the proportion of the approved loan increased. 
Even though credit bureau scores are present, the majority of studies do not explicitly 
show how the lenders use this information when lending to farm borrowers 
(Featherstone, et al. 2007).  
The results of a study done by Perry (2008) that uses data from a national survey of 
consumers’ shows those consumers with higher credit scores had “higher incomes”, 
and “higher levels of education”. Those consumers with higher credit scores were 
older than the consumers “with low credit scores”, less likely to have previously had 
“major medical expenses”, or have been unemployed or have had a decrease in their 
income during the past two years. Iyer, et al. (2009) provided evidence based on their 
data in their study on creditworthiness in peer-to-peer markets that credit score 
captures a dimension of creditworthiness through the prediction of actual borrower 
default behavior. They also state that limiting our thinking to the individual credit 
score of the borrower when assessing the creditworthiness is inaccurate. 
For a multitude of reasons, creditors have faced difficulties over the years. The major 
cause of serious banking and related systems problems continue to be directly related 
to negligent credit standards for borrowers, poor portfolio risk management, or a lack 
of attention given to changes in economic or other circumstances. In general, capital 
budgeting techniques (such as Interest Rate of Return (IRR), Net Present Value 
(NPV), Benefit/Cost B/C ratios, etc.) are used in the ranking selection and acceptance 
procedure of an investment project. Those techniques assume that the decision 
makers live in a world of certainty and “have full knowledge about product demand, 
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production, factor costs and other valuable variables” (Philippatos 1974, 104). 
According to Philippatos (1974), under certainty characterized by complete 
information, each alternative faced by the decision maker has a unique outcome. 
Conversely, when we include realism in conducting the analysis, we must allow 
measures of uncertainty associated with all future expectations (Philippatos 1974). He 
states that in the scenarios where the probabilities of possible outcomes are known by 
the decision maker, those scenarios are characterized by risk. According to Prakash, 
Karels and Fernandez (1987, 132) there are several inputs needed to make a capital 
budgeting decision under certainty. They can be summarized as follows: 
1. “The determination of the effect of working capital on cash flow 
2. Estimation of the life of the project 
3. Estimation of the initial investment 
4. Estimation of net income 
5. Estimation of cash flow 
6. Determining the cost of capital”  
Under uncertainty, the authors suggest that the inputs included in the calculation of 
the cash flow “need to be adjusted to account for the riskiness of the projects” 
(Prakash, Karels and Fernandez 1987, 187). Baquet, Hambleton and Jose (1997, 3) 
mention five primary sources of risk faced by farmers: “Production”, “Marketing”, 
“Finance”, “Legal”, “and Human Resources”. At the same time, they refer that 
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farmers are not competing alone as they do have several entities they can count on for 
advice and include that advice in their planning. They have stated in the pie chart in 
figure 2.3 below the share of the causes of crop loss. 
 
Figure 2.3: "Causes of Crop Losses" (Baquet, Hambleton and Jose 1997, 13) 
 
Baquet, Hambleton and Jose suggest that the objective of the farmer shall be to 
manage risk through sound planning and financial control. Additionally, they state 
that even if the interest may be out of control of the farmer, the farmer can sometimes 
utilize crop insurance with a marketing plan to decrease the debt-to-asset ratio which 
can influence the interest rate charged. Adopting this suggestion reduces the lender’s 
risk exposure (Baquet, Hambleton and Jose 1997).  
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Diversification in crop production can reduce the risk and instability of farm income 
(Newbery and Stiglitz 1999; Mishra, El-Osta and Steele 1999). Additionally, the 
financial performance variability of projects that adopt a diversification between crop 
and livestock production is less. Mishra, El-Osta and Steele (1999) figured out from 
the study they conducted on “Factors Affecting the Profitability of Limited Resource 
and Other Small Farms” that sole proprietorships were more profitable than farms 
legally organized differently. Furthermore, they found that farmers who bought crop 
insurance have higher earnings when compared to the other farmers who did not buy 
crop insurance. They suggest that beginning farmers and limited resource farmers 
could increase the farm profitability through the decrease in the need for capital 
financing by leasing farm land and farm equipment. Along with that, operators with 
less than 10 years of experience in business operations are characterized by a lower 
level of equity and higher debt to asset ratios (Mishra, Wilson and Williams 2009). 
Moreover, Nwoha, et al. (2007) stated that the Farm Service Agency (FSA) is one 
destination for farmers characterized by low solvency and liquidity and who are 
deprived of credit from commercial sources to ask for assistance.  
Dodson and Koenig (2004) found from the logistic regression results that Farm Credit 
Services (FCS) serve larger farming operations where the hobby and part time market 
were more likely being served by banks. Their multivariate logit analysis results show 
that the borrowers served by FCS belong to a different segment than the borrowers 
getting services by commercial banks. Steeves (2009) writes about the battle between 
community banks and the farm credit system. He states that the farm credit system 
and its associations are seen as the real loan competitors rather than regional banks. 
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He states the example of a bank owner who had to go to the Farm Credit System to 
get millions of dollars because it is a large loan and because of the lower interest rate 
offered that cannot be beaten even by larger banks. Additionally, Steeves mentions 
that the loan portfolio of the Farm Credit System grew from $82.6 billion to $161.4 
billion between the year 2001 and 2008 and can be divided according to figure 2.4 
below as of December 2008. 
 
Figure 2.4: "Farm Credit System Loan Portfolio" (Steeves 2009, 16). 
 
Mentioning the large figures, it might be interesting to look a few years back to find 
the sources of money that were used by cooperatives. A study on farmer cooperatives 
shows that “the proportion of borrowed capital supplied by commercial banks 
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generally decreases as size increases” (Royer, Wissman and Kraenzle 1990, 35). They 
showed in figure 2.5 the sources of borrowed capital used by cooperatives.   
 
Figure 2.5: "Sources of Borrowed Capital, Largest Cooperatives Compared with 
All Others, Fiscal 1987” (Royer, Wissman and Kraenzle 1990, 39) 
 
Nevertheless, they also state that for the cooperatives with assets ranging from $25 
million to $100 million, there was a remarkable “increase in the proportion of 
borrowed capital provided by commercial banks to cooperatives (Royer, Wissman 
and Kraenzle 1990, 35). 
Loan officers hired by creditors to make decisions on accepting or rejecting 
applications are given some instructions to assess loan applications and after a certain 
period of time they gain some intuition or acquire some personal knowledge in 
deciding whether an application is loan worthy or not. It is well known that the 
capacity of humans to make successful credit evaluations is poor (Glorfeld and 
Hardgrave 1996). 
19.30% 
9.70% 
61.40% 
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$500 million assets 
Other
sources
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notes
Banks for
Cooperatives
Commercial
banks
39.20
% 
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30.20
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Levy and Benita (2009) test the subjectively weighted probabilities to equally likely 
outcomes to know whether subjects have a systematic cognitive bias and whether the 
bias (in case it exists) influences their behavior. Their results show that subjects 
accord a considerably higher weight to moderate outcomes in comparison to extreme 
outcomes for positive, negative and mixed prospects; the distribution of outcomes 
they found is very uneven. Their explanations for this phenomenon are as follows: 
1. Individuals consider that extreme outcome events are less likely due to the deeply 
rooted notion of a bell-shaped distribution 
2. Individuals prefer not to go far in their guesses 
3. some inclination for optimism  
Taking into consideration the fact that humans are not good at finding the necessary 
relationships and accord higher consideration to moderate outcomes, it is important to 
rely on a different tool. Previous studies show that knowledge discovery, a branch of 
data mining, “provides a variety of useful tools to discover the non-obvious 
relationships in historical data, while ensuring the generalization of those 
relationships to the new/future data” (Bigus 1996; Marakas 1999; Handzic, 
Tjandrawibawa and Yeo 2003, 98). The outcome can be used by the loan officers as 
an additional tool in deciding whether to approve or decline loan requests (Handzic, 
Tjandrawibawa and Yeo 2003). They argue as well that neural networks are a suitable 
knowledge discovery tool that can help loan officers for this purpose.  
Gustafson, Beyer and Saxowsky (1991) looked to the ways loan officers treat the 
information collected to decide on the approval of providing credit. Their reasoning is 
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based on the fact that with experience, loan officers acquire lending heuristics which 
increase their accuracy and speed of credit evaluations. They surveyed ten 
agricultural lenders each with at least five years of lending experience in the same 
area and their findings can be summarized as follows: all lenders acknowledged the 
importance of solvency, whereas 80% of the lenders accorded importance to liquidity 
ratios. Moreover, lenders did also accord great importance to the characteristics of the 
borrower mainly: honesty, integrity and production management ability (Gustafson, 
Beyer and Saxowsky 1991). Barry, et al. (2000) mention that the lender-borrower 
relationships do not substitute consideration to the interest rate charged or to the 
credit risk evaluation; besides, they will influence the soundness of the loan and they 
may help decrease the administrative expenses of lending. The absence of one of the 
three characteristics of “honesty”, “integrity”, and “reliability” can decrease the credit 
limit to zero (Barry, et al. 2000). Gloy, LaDue and Gunde (2005) state that the 
nonfinancial variables elaborated by lenders through subjectively assessing the 
borrower’s character, commitment to repay, management capacity, and future 
business prospects play a major role in the evaluation and approval of a loan 
application. Based on the information available to the loan officers and their 
relationship with the customer, loan officers can identify the major reasons for 
declining their loan application and can suggest to the borrower some steps that 
he/she could take to help in making a more accurate credit decision; this step will 
reduce the waiting time of the borrower and decrease the risk of losing the operation 
(Arns Steiner, et al. 2006). 
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In general, lenders use benchmarks for financial ratios, collateral margin minimums 
and other guidelines that they have developed as lending standards (Gallagher 2001). 
When lenders approve a loan and the borrower fails to return the money, numerous 
costs are incurred by the financial lending institution. Featherstone and Boessen 
(1994) mention that credit scoring models have been used to analyze the probability 
of default; those models do not account for the loss associated with default which is 
more of an interest to investors at the portfolio level rather than the individual level. 
Gustafson, Pederson and Gloy (2005) mentioned the following types of losses: 
personnel time and resources, the loss from interest that has not been accrued and 
uncollected accounts receivables related to agricultural debt offs. Those losses might 
have been reduced through full knowledge of the loan characteristics and a better 
credit risk evaluation system. Zech and Pederson (2004) estimate “the distribution of 
loan losses due to credit risk” for a portfolio, which is shown in figure 2.6 below. 
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Figure 2.6: “The Probability Density Function of Loan Losses” (Zech and 
Pederson 2004, 93) 
 
The distribution they present is continuous, smooth and has a fat right tail. It shows 
that the occurrence of big losses has a low probability (Zech and Pederson 2004). 
They mention that the silhouette of the probability distribution function of the 
portfolio depends on several factors: “loan default probabilities, relative loan sizes, 
correlations of default between loans, and concentrations by the number of loans and 
sectors” (Zech and Pederson 2004, 93). They calculate the expected loss of a loan by 
following this formula:  
EL=EAD*PD*LGD         (2.3) 
where EL ($) stands for Expected Loss; EAD stands for Exposure At Default ($), 
which they refer to as “the unpaid amount of loan at time of the default”; PD refers to 
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Probability of Default (%); and LGD represents the Loss Given Default (%), which is 
“the amount that is net of loan loss recovery in the case of default”.  
Turvey (1991) studied four alternative credit scoring models, linear probability, 
discriminant analysis, logit, and probit models based on 9,403 loan applications from 
the Canada’s Farm Credit Corporation. His findings do not show a big difference in 
the predictive accuracies of the four mentioned models which ranged between 71.5% 
logit to 67.1% for the linear probability model. He stressed the point that both 
quantitative and qualitative considerations shall be attributed when it comes to the 
choice of one model instead of the other. Ellinger, Splett and Barry (1992) measured 
the characteristics and consistency of 87 credit scoring models used by agricultural 
lenders through the use of 324 simulated loan cases with different financial 
characteristics and risk levels. They stated that there are several reasons behind 
differences in credit scoring models. Their statement of this difference has been 
explained as follows:  
1. Different purposes can be achieved through credit scoring models depending on 
the decision process of the lender,  
2. Different lenders have different risk attitudes,  
3. Different lenders have different types of borrowers and different types of 
information available.  
Their findings emphasize the enduring absence of unique model(s) to evaluate the 
credit risk of agricultural borrowers and the need of more interchange between 
lenders and borrowers. 
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Ziari, Leatham and Turvey (1995) applied in their study on credit scoring of 
agricultural loans both parametric (statistical) discriminant models (logit and Fisher’s 
linear discriminant model) and mathematical programming as a non parametric 
method. They stated several reasons why non-parametric discriminant analysis like 
neural networks and mathematical programming could be used. They state, for 
example, that those methods do not require the assumption that misclassification costs 
arising from Type I and Type II errors are the same, and they can resolve complex 
discrimination problems. Their conclusions prove that mathematical programming 
models can perform as well as the statistical models. Rambaldi, Zapata and Christy 
(1992) mention that from a banker’s perspective, a Type I error in classifying will 
incur a higher cost than the Type II error. Additionally, when lenders face 
applications for investments with the same level of risk, they prefer to lend the money 
to the less risk-averse farmer (Wang, Leatham and Chaisantikulawat 2002). The most 
damaging decision is the one that misclassifies the non-worthy loan application as 
loan worthy, which means the financial institution is providing loans to the non-
worthy borrowers (Handzic, Tjandrawibawa and Yeo 2003).  
A Type I error occurs when the financial institution incorrectly assigns to a loan 
application a lower level of risk. In this situation the financial institution incurs some 
losses due to default and possibly losses because the amount of collateral requested 
was lower than needed. While a Type II error occurs when the financial institution 
incorrectly considers a loan application as a high level of risk application. In this 
situation the financial institution will lose some potential revenue. The desire is to 
improve the performance of the decision model through the techniques suggested. To 
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avoid the trade-off between pursuing the best performance on negative misclassified 
data and the best performance on all data, it is suggested to include a weight for every 
decision and maximize profit of the financial institution. A description of the two 
types of errors is provided in table 2.1 below.  
Table 2.1: Information on Type I and Type II errors 
Assessment by Financial Institution 
Capable of paying back 
the loan 
Incapable of paying 
back the loan 
Borrower 
Capable of paying 
back the loan 
$ Benefit to the 
institution 
$ Loss to the 
institution Type I 
Incapable of paying 
back the loan 
$ Loss to the institution 
Type II 
$0 (or to include the 
cost from screening) 
 
Admitting the presence of the two types of errors, it is very important to have an 
excellent agricultural credit risk evaluation. Glorfeld and Hardgrave (1996) state that 
several studies proved that analytical neural networks are successful in bankruptcy 
prediction; the neural networks learn by examples, from very noisy, distorted, or 
incomplete data and can adjust dynamically to fit the data where other methods fail. 
They aimed to model the loan committee’s decision to approve or decline a loan 
request. The classification of a loan application can be described as follows: 
1. A good application is well classified 
2. A good application is misclassified and then rejected 
3. A bad application is approved to get a loan 
4. A bad application is well classified and consequently the loan is rejected 
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There are four important measures to assess misclassification: 
1. “Accuracy: (true positives and negatives) / (total cases)   (2.4) 
2. Error rate: (false positives and negatives) / (total cases)   (2.5) 
3.  Sensitivity: (true positives) / (total actual positives)    (2.6) 
4. Specificity: (true negatives) / (total actual negatives)” (Siddiqi 2006, 120). (2.7) 
Another study (Handzic, Tjandrawibawa and Yeo 2003, 97) illuminates several 
reasons for which the capacity of loan officers to judge the creditworthiness is poor; 
(1) “the presence of a large gray area where the officers will make a subjective 
decision”; (2) “humans have a tendency to be biased, and personal relationships or 
familiarity with the applicants might twist the judgmental aptitude”; and (3) “the 
historical data from the previous applications surely contain much hidden knowledge 
that may be utilized in supporting the decision-making”. Additionally, humans find 
difficulties in discovering patterns and relationships from data because of the large 
volume of the data and because of the non-obvious nature of the relationships 
(Handzic 2001; Handzic, Tjandrawibawa and Yeo 2003). Artificial intelligence 
techniques, especially machine learning techniques such as neural networks have 
been used in default prediction and bankruptcy prediction as well as credit rating 
analysis (Huang, et al. 2004). Phillips and Katchova (2004) examined the change in 
credit score migration rates probabilities across business cycles (which may be used 
as proxy for the systematic risk). They follow the classification of business cycles of 
the published reports of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Their results 
from cycles suggest “farm businesses exhibit a higher tendency to downgrade 
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(upgrade) than upgrade (downgrade) during recessions (expansions)” but they did not 
find trend reversal in agricultural borrowers (Phillips and Katchova 2004, 13). Gloy, 
LaDue and Gunde (2005, 15) looked at credit risk migration and downgrading. One 
of their findings shows that the least likely borrowers to face credit risk downgrade 
are “the borrowers at the level of retiring” and the ones that are “actively involved in 
their business but with children past college age”. 
Gallagher (2001) used a theoretical model to distinguish between unsuccessful and 
successful agribusiness loans that included the lender experience and the model is 
stated as follows: “Agribusiness Loan Success = f(Leverage, Liquidity, Coverage, 
Activity, Efficiency, Business Age, Manager Experience, Lender Experience, Use of 
Financial Advisor)” (Gallagher 2001, 24). He assumes that the coverage ratio 
captures some of the important economic conditions that are significant to the success 
of an agribusiness. Gallagher (2001) used primary loan data that contains financial 
and non-financial variables and applied the logistic regression method to differentiate 
between successful and non-successful agribusiness loans. He found that unsuccessful 
loans were associated with “less experienced primary and supervisory loan officers, 
and repayment projections prepared more often by the borrower or accountant” 
(Gallagher 2001, 32). Kao and Chiu (2001) state that the classification and regression 
tree (CART) and the analytical neural networks provide an alternative to logistic 
regression especially when the relationships between dependent and independent 
attributes are highly nonlinear. Their decision to use CART is based on a previous 
study that proved that CART is essentially non-parametric. Satchidananda and Simha 
(2006) used data from two banks in India that provide agricultural production loans to 
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farmers. They examined two classifiers: logistic regression and decision trees. They 
state that decision trees have been considered as white-boxes, compared and 
evaluated the accuracy and efficacy of the two classifiers. They acknowledge the 
universal approximation property of neural networks in credit scoring and state its 
lack of explanation capability when used for decision-making. Artificial intelligence 
researchers studied two approaches for classification problems: the “symbolic 
approach” based on decision trees and the “connectionist approach” which is mainly 
based on neural networks (Arns Steiner et al. 2006). Neural networks are not new to 
economics and finance; in fact they have been used to solve problems in these areas 
previously (Vellido, Lisboa, & Vaughan 1999; Angelini, Tollo and Roli 2008). 
Problems solved with neural networks can have different forms: classification and 
discrimination, function approximation and optimization, and series prediction 
(Angelini, Tollo and Roli 2008). Paliwal and Kumar (2009) did a thorough review of 
the application of neural networks. Ninety-six studies compare neural networks with 
regression analysis, logistic regression, and discriminant analysis applied in the field 
of accounting and finance, health and medicine, engineering and manufacturing, 
marketing, and general applications. A list of the articles they mentioned where 
neural networks have been applied in the area of accounting and finance is revealed in 
table 2.2 below.  
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Table 2.2: Articles that apply neural networks in accounting and finance 
(Paliwal and Kumar 2009) 
 
Reference Statistical 
model
No. of 
variables
Sample size Validation 
method
Error measure Finding
Odom and 
Sharda (1990) DA
5 129 Tr-Ts/R-3 times Confusion 
matrix
[A]
Duliba (1991)
Reg
10-May 600 Tr-Ts R2 Value
[A]-Random 
effect  [C]-
Fixed effect
Salchenberger 
et al. (1992) Logit
29 3479 Tr-Va-Ts Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Tam and Kiang 
(1992) k-NN, DA,ID3
19 118 Jackknifing Confusion 
matrix
[A]
Fletcher and 
Goss (1993) LR
3 36 18-fold CV Confusion 
matrix, MSE
[A]
Yoon et al. 
(1993) DA
4 151 Tr-Ts (50-50) Confusion 
matrix
[A]
Altman et al. 
(1994) DA
10-DA 15-NN 1108 Tr-Ts (70-30) Confusion 
matrix
[C] 
Dutta et al. 
(1994) Reg, LR
6, 10 47 Tr-Ts (70-30) Confusion 
matrix
[A]
Wilson and 
Sharda (1994) DA
5 129 Tr-Ts/R-3 times Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Boritz and 
Kennedy 
(1995)
Logit, Probit, 
DA
5, 9 342
Tr-Ts (70-30) / 
R-5 times
Confusion 
matrix [B]
Lenard et al. 
(1995) LR
4 & 8 80 Tr-Ts (50-50) Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Desai et al. 
(1996) LR, DA
18 2733 Tr-Ts (70-30) / 
R-10 times
Confusion 
matrix
[B]*
Leshno and 
Spector (1996) DA
41 88 Tr-Ts Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Jo et al. (1997)
DA,CBR
20 564 Tr-Ts Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Spear and Leis 
(1997) DA, LR, Reg
4 328 Tr-Va-Ts (76-
12-12)
Confusion 
matrix
[B]
Zhang et al. 
(1999) LR
6 220 5 fold CV Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Lee and Jung 
(2000)
LR
11 21678 Tr-Ts
C-index, Some 
measure for 
degree of 
separation
[A]-Rural 
customer [C]-
Urban 
customer
Limsombunchai 
et al. (2005) LR
11 16560 Tr-Ts Confusion 
matrix
[B]
Lee et al. 
(2005) DA, LR  
5 168 4 fold CV Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Pendharkar 
(2005) C4.5, DA
3 100-sim       
200-real
Bootstrapping Confusion 
matrix
[A]*
Landaja et al. 
(2007)
Robust reg. 
Loglinear reg
9 Multiple models Tr-Ts MAE [C]*
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A summary of the performance of neural networks is stated as follows: multilayered 
feed forward neural network outperformed in about 58% of the cases, and in the rest 
of the cases it performed equivalently to the traditional statistical methods (24%) and 
in 18% of the cases traditional statistical methods outperformed (Paliwal and Kumar 
2009). Additionally, they mentioned that the statistical methods are based on 
assumptions and consequently the validity of their performance will be essential. 
Another point mentioned in their findings is related to the size of the data set and the 
number of variables used, which have been very different between the different 
studies. An explanation of the abbreviations used in table 2.2 is provided in table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: Abbreviations used in table 2.2 (Paliwal and Kumar 2009) 
Notation Meaning 
Reg Regression Analysis 
LR Logistic Regression 
DA Discriminant Analysis 
CBR Case Based Reasoning 
CART Classification and Regression Tool 
DT Decision Tree 
k-NN k-Nearest Neighbor 
Tr-Ts Training set - Test set 
Tr-Va-Ts Training-Validation-Test data sets 
n-fold CV n-fold Cross Validation 
R-n Procedure Repeated n number of times 
RMSE/MSE Root Mean Square Error / Mean Square Error 
MAE Mean Absolute Error 
[A] Neural network's performance is better 
[B] Performance of both the methods are equivalent 
[C] Statistical technique's performance is better 
* Studies where some statistical test has been carried out to compare the results from various techniques 
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Odeh, Featherstone and Das (2010) used an artificial intelligence method along with 
existing methods to predict credit default and assess the economic consequences of 
the forecast of each model. They used data from 157,853 loans from eleven states 
from the 1995-2002 period. Their findings show that a different method performed 
best when comparing out-of-sample and in-sample performance. Logistic regression 
performed best in out-of-sample prediction while the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference 
system had the highest in-sample accuracy (Odeh, Featherstone and Das 2010).  In 
simple words and with the help of the illustration 2.7 below, the process of 
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is described and the description is based 
on the work of Arns Steiner, et al. (2006). The process consists of five steps: “data 
selection”, “data pre-processing and cleaning”, “data transformation”, “data mining”, 
“and result interpretation and evaluation”. 
 
Figure 2.7: "Activities that compose the KDD process” (Fayyad et al. 1996; Arns 
Steiner, et al. 2006, 7) 
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Noticeably, the first important step in the process is data selection. The next section is 
devoted to reviewing some studies which will provide direction when choosing 
variables. 
 
2.2 Choice of variables 
Gallagher (2001) summarized in a table the different financial ratios used in seven 
previous failure predictive models, the method used and the type of industry which is 
stated in table 2.4 below: 
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Table 2.4:"Summary of Financial Ratios Used in the Seven Noted Failure-
Predictive Models, Including Model Method, Failure Definition, and Industry 
Studied" (Gallagher 2001) 
  Failure-Prediction Studies 
Ratio 
Categories Beaver 
(1966) 
Altman 
(1967) 
Siebert 
(1983) 
Van 
Loeuwen 
(1985) 
Zavgren 
(1985) 
Turvey 
& 
Brown 
(1990) 
Rambaldi 
et al. 
(1992) Ratiosa 
Liquidity:         √     ›Cash/TA 
›(CA-INV)/CL √ 
›(CA-CL)/Sales √ 
›(CA/CL √ √ √ 
›(CA-CL)/TA √ √ √ 
›(CA-INV-
CL)/Expenses √       
Profitability:     √ √       ›EBT/Sales 
›EAT/Sales √ 
›EAT/LA √ 
›EAT/TA √ √ 
›(NI+Depreciati
on)/Sales √       
›NI/Equity √ 
›EAT/Expenses √ 
Leverage:           √ √ ›TD/TA 
›Leverage 
Dummy      √  
›Loan-to-
Security      √  
Solvency:   √           ›RE/TA 
›Equity/TD or 
Equity/TA  √ √ √ √   
Activity:         √     ›Sales/NPV 
›INV/Sales √ 
›Sales/TA √ √ √ 
›(Sales-
CGS)/TA    √    
›AR/INV √ 
Coverage:           √   ›ROA/AIC 
›OFI/CIBI √ 
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Table 2.4: (Continued) 
Other: Univariate Multiple Discrimi
nant 
Analysis 
Logit Multiple 
Discrimi
nant 
Analysis 
Logit Logit Logit 
Method 
Failure 
Defined By: 
Loan 
Default 
Bankrupt
cy 
Bankru
ptcy 
Bankrupt
cy 
Bankru
ptcy 
Loan 
Defaul
t 
Loan 
Classificat
ion 
Industry 
Studied: Mixed Non-Ag 
Business 
Mixed 
Non-Ag 
Business 
Grain 
Elevator
s 
Auto 
Sales, 
Repair 
Mixed 
Non-Ag 
Busines
s 
Farm 
and 
Ranch 
Co-ops 
and 
Agribusin
ess 
a Definitions: AIC =Average Interest Cost, AR=Accounts Receivable, CA=Current Assets, 
CGS=Cost of Goods Sold, CIBI=Cash Income Before Interest, CL=Current Liabilities, 
EAT=Earnings After Tax, EBIT=Earnings Before Interest and Tax, GR=Growth Rate, 
INV=Inventory, LA=Local Assets, NI=Net Income, NPV=Net Plant Value, OFI=Off-Farm Income, 
RE=Retained Earnings, ROA=Return On Assets, TA=Total Assets, TD=Total Debt. b Loan 
Classification = acceptable or unacceptable 
 b Loan Classification = acceptable or unacceptable 
 
It is of great importance to be cautious when choosing the variables. The selection of 
the best subset of variables to be considered in a statistical model remains the most 
difficult task (Rambaldi, Zapata and Christy 1992). For example, neural networks do 
generally break down when the number of independent variables gets very large “we 
demonstrate that the performance of the neural networks is sensitive to the choice of 
variables selected and that the networks cannot be relied upon to ‘sift through’ 
variables and focus on the most important variables…” (Boritz and Kennedy 1995, 
17; S. M. Bryant 1997, 1). In one study, the data shows that as the duration of the 
loan gets longer, the risk of default gets higher (Jouault and Featherstone 2006). 
Other studies found that the loan size does not significantly affect the entrance of a 
loan into default (Roessler 2003, Jouault and Featherstone 2006).  
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Gustafson, Pederson and Gloy (2005) state that the choice of the set of quantitative 
and financial data from one side and the subjective measures of borrowers 
performances from the other side when building credit assessment models remains a 
problem. For example, information on financial performance can be well predicted 
through “family living expenses and financial efficiency” data but they are generally 
excluded from the credit scoring models (Zech and Pederson 2003; Gustafson, 
Pederson and Gloy 2005). Moreover, if the banks use the financial standards 
suggested by the Farm Financial Standards Task Force (FFSTF) this could potentially 
induce more consistency in the different credit scoring models and more uniformity in 
the variables used in the models they create (Gustafson, Pederson and Gloy 2005).  
Another point to be considered is that additional accuracy in the evaluation of the 
credit risk of farms is gained by using the two-year average, and three-year average 
credit scoring models. The annual average credit scoring model plays a minor role in 
revealing the actual credit exposure (Novak and LaDue 1997). They distinguish 
between annual debt repayment capacity and extended debt repayment capacity (two 
and three year averages) of the coverage ratio for two reasons. It solves the problem 
of smoothing through time and removes some of the inter-year variability (Novak and 
LaDue 1997). Along with that, they used correspondingly the two-year or three-year 
average of the explanatory variables. Their results related to the two-year and three-
year classifications were very similar but their study did not allow them to figure 
which average period is optimal. In addition, both average models show superiority 
when compared to the annual models. A higher accuracy in credit risk assessment 
helps in excluding borrowers with high credit risk and allows a good estimation of the 
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amount approved along with its corresponding convenient price (Gustafson, Pederson 
and Gloy 2005). 
Bryant (2001) created an agricultural loan evaluation expert system. The aim of the 
expert system is to help the loan officer analyze credit worthiness by weighing 
qualitative information against operating performance. He stated that it can be more 
effective and meticulous than the regular fixed guidelines. Additionally, he provided 
a table (table 2.6) summarizing the attributes that were used in the appraisal of 
agricultural loans. 
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Table 2.5: Summary of the quantitative variables used in evaluating agricultural 
loans (Bryant 2001) 
Analyses and ratios used Formula of the ratio Desired result 
Credit analysis-
efficiency 
  
Gross ratio Operating expenses / gross 
income 
Low 
Operating margin Operating profit /operating 
income 
High 
Profit margin Net profit / gross income High 
Credit analysis-
profitability 
  
Return on assets Net profit / total assets High 
Return on equity Net profit / equity High 
Credit analysis-liquidity   
Current ratio Currrent assets / current 
liabilities 
High 
Collateral analysis   
Lending-security ratio Assets offered as security / 
loan amount 
Low 
Percentage ownership Equity / total assets High 
Capital (leverage) 
analysis 
  
Total debt to total assets Total debt / total assets Low 
Interest coverage Return-on-assets / average 
interest costs 
High 
Capacity (leverage) 
analysis 
(after proposed loan)  
Total debt to total assets Total debt + loan/total 
assets 
Low 
Interest coverage Return-on-assets / average 
interest costs 
High 
Debt coverage (Net cash flow + interest 
expense) / repayment 
High 
Off-farm income to gross 
income 
Off-farm income / cash 
income before interest 
High 
 
The expert system elaborated by Bryant (2001) was based on three main segments: 
the client credit risk assessment, the available bank resources and the strategic 
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outlook. After constructing the expert system, the loan officers were divided in their 
points of view. Despite the fact that all loan officers viewed the expert system as 
useful (especially for clarifying their thoughts), only the loan officers with a short 
period of experience highly rated the system as a tool that provides useful 
information. Additionally, Bryant suggested a full decision structure described in 
figure 2.8 below.  
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Figure 2.8: “The agricultural lending decision structure” (Bryant 2001, 80) 
Type of 
Loan
Type of 
Borrower
Client Credit 
Risk 
Assessment
Agricultural Lending 
Decision
Reject
Accept
Economic 
Conditions
Political 
Conditions
Credit 
Evaluation
Available 
Bank 
Resources
Policy 
Issues
Bad Debt 
Experience
External 
Pressures
Market 
Conditions
Strategic 
Outlook
Interest Rate 
Advantage
Ag. Loan 
Losses
Ag. Lending 
Experience
Risk Reward 
Preference
Portfolio Fit
Ethical 
Obligations
Capital 
Reserves
Asset / Liability 
Structure
Government
Competitors
Ag. Loan 
Demand
Total Loan 
Demand
Debt 
Servicability
Past Trading 
Profits
Loan Security 
Ratio
Post Settlement 
Gearing
Subjective 
Assessment
Bank Liquidity
Deficit (Change)
Inflation Rate 
(Change)
Monetary / 
Fiscal Policies
Economic 
Strategy
Implementability
Change in 
Government?
Unemployment 
(Change)
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The correct use of decision making tools when granting loans provides several 
benefits to the financial institution: fewer personnel involved in credit evaluation, 
quickness when treating applications, less subjectivity in decision-making, in addition 
to greater accuracy (Arns Steiner, et al. 2006). They used data mining to increase the 
decision quality and efficiency. Additionally, Featherstone, Roessler and Barry 
(2006) suggest that a higher level of granularity between loans will generate a true 
distribution of loans and will be useful in management’s decision making. Moreover, 
several lending financial institutions accord a high value to the five C’s of credit 
analysis: capacity, capital, character, collateral, and conditions.  
A recent working paper for Atwood (2010) mentions that a banking executive, who 
acknowledges the limitations of the “cash flow” and “collateral” based lending 
methods, states “that  the most useful of the five “C’s” in assessing the credit 
worthiness of a loan applicant was an admittedly informal assessment of the 
applicant’s character” (Atwood 2010, 2). Besides, Atwood (2010) proposes the use of 
another “C” which refers to the “Constant Dollar”. He states that the new “C” will 
provide “a more objective measure of a loan’s credit worthiness and eventual loan 
repayment capacity”. A key issue for a financial institution is to build a database that 
will allow researchers to analyze default probabilities, reasons for its occurrence, and 
the losses incurred due to default for their internal rating systems. Few financial 
institutions succeeded to have such databases and several times the financial 
institutions rely on external ratings system like Moody’s or Standard &Poor’s to map 
their ratings or they count on credit scoring models (Carey and Hrycay 2001; Gloy, 
LaDue and Gunde 2005). Additionally, Gloy, LaDue and Gunde (2005) criticize the 
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mapping approach when applied to agricultural businesses due to the obvious 
differences in the industry and to the smaller amounts of loans when compared to the 
ones followed by rating agencies. 
 
2.3 Interest rate 
In a borrower-lender relationship, there are two main concerns (a) if the lender 
classifies the borrower in a more risky category (adverse selection) and (b) if the 
borrower takes riskier actions after the approval of the loan and before it has been 
fully paid back (moral hazard) (Miller, et al. 1993). They attributed the two problems 
to asymmetric information and incentives between the borrower and the lender. A 
field experiment study on information asymmetries in lending was done in South 
Africa and its findings provided superior indication that moral hazard was more 
present compared to the existence of adverse selection (Karlan and Zinman 2007; 
Batabyal and Beladi 2010). The financial institution providing loans to farmers faces 
two types of borrowers: the safe borrowers “S” and the unsafe borrowers “U”. The 
two types of borrowers cannot be distinguished easily due to the presence of 
asymmetric information. Consequently, the financial institution will be facing an 
adverse selection problem which will have negative consequences. A good screening 
will help in having a higher proportion of safe borrowers. This will lead the financial 
institution to charge lower interest rates and accordingly become more attractive to 
customers, gain market share and potentially increase profit. A mathematical 
explanation of the importance of good screening is provided and is based on the 
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model suggested by (Armendariz de Aghion and Gollier 2000). Let the outcome of 
investing one unit of capital by the S-borrower be h with certainty. Along with that, 
let the expected outcome from the U-borrower be H with probability p and 0 with 
probability 1 - p. Let r be the cost of raising funds by the financial institution where r 
≥ 1.           (2.8) 
In fact, r will be equal to 1 plus the interest rate at which the financial institution 
borrows the funds. The assumptions imposed on the model are: 
1. The expected returns for U and S borrowers from investing one unit of capital is 
the same; which translates into pH = h     (2.9) 
2. The borrowers are risk neutral 
3. The financial institution is competitive and risk neutral 
4. The investment is efficient by either of the two types of borrowers; implying 
 h > r          (2.10) 
 Let c be the verification cost paid by the financial institution when the borrower 
defaults on paying his/her obligation. Let ra be the repayment to the bank. Π 
represents the proportion of safe borrowers. 1 – Π represents the proportion of unsafe 
borrowers. 
Theoretically, the financial institution might face three scenarios: 
Scenario A: Only safe borrowers apply for a loan 
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Scenario B: Both safe and unsafe borrowers apply for a loan 
Scenario C: Only unsafe borrowers apply for a loan 
In scenario A, the borrowers will pay back with certainty. The financial institution 
breaks even when r = ra. In scenario B, the bank will break even when  
r = Πra + (1 - Π){pra – (1 – p)c}        (2.11) 
and ra = {r + (1 – Π)(1 – p)c} / { Π + (1 – Π)p}.      (2.12) 
Moreover, in scenario C the break even rate will be ra = {r + (1 – p)c} / p which is the 
highest when compared to the other two rates. The financial institution in concern 
faces scenario B and consequently is expected to charge  
ra = {r + (1 – Π)(1 – p)c} / { Π + (1 – Π)p}      (2.13) 
and it will be consistent with an equilibrium if  
h - ra ≥ 0, or h ≥ {r + (1 – Π)(1 – p)c} / { Π + (1 – Π)p}.    (2.14) 
The authors mention that it is socially efficient to award loans just to S-borrowers 
since h > r by assumption. There are also other parameters that contribute to denying 
S from receiving loans. Again, according to the authors, the U-borrowers prompt 
higher interest rates which will drive the safe borrowers out of the credit market 
because the cash flow earned will be less than the break even rate ra mentioned in 
scenario B. The interest rate charged to the borrowers has two effects on the riskiness 
of the portfolio of loans: excluding potential borrowers, or changing the behavior of 
borrowers (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). The explanation they provided is as follows: the 
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unsafe borrowers are ready to pay high interest rates because their probability of 
repaying the loan is low which will increase the average riskiness of the borrowers 
and potentially decreasing the profits of the lender. Additionally, high interest rates 
stimulate borrowers to take on riskier projects characterized by higher payoffs when 
successful (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). Moreover, they state that when a bank faces an 
overload demand for credit, raising the interest rates or collateral requirements may 
not be gainful. Armendariz de Aghion and Gollier (2000) suggest the output-
contingent contracts and collateral requirements to induce self-selection of safe 
borrowers. They extensively discuss the creation of peer group formation to induce 
self-selection of safe borrowers as another solution. Additionally, they provided 
evidence of successful implementation of group lending in cities like Chicago and 
Dhaka. Sometimes the question becomes, which type of lenders are preferred by 
borrowers? Farley and Ellinger (2007) state that farmers’ preferences for lenders 
attributes change when their demographics change; some borrowers tend to be more 
interest-rate sensitive and others value the lender-borrower relationship which led the 
authors to conclude that the proper mix of both is needed to maximize profits. Other 
factors like time-to-loan decision, amount of loan provided, lender’s interest rate, and 
lender’s specialization in agriculture are lenders’ characteristics preferred by farmers 
(Bard, Craig, and Boehlje 2002; Farley and Ellinger 2007). Farley and Ellinger 
(2007) used 538 surveys completed by farmers from Illinois, Indiana and Iowa to 
analyze and assess the factors influencing borrowers’ preferences for lenders; 
precisely, to explore the effect of those variables on the price sensitivity and loyalty 
of producers. The variables used are: age, education, farm size (greater than 300 
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acres, used as a proxy for the size of the farm business), tenure, leverage, off-farm 
income and sources of credit. Their results show that 60% of the borrowers who were 
classified as “highly price-sensitive” and they also have the characteristic of “strong 
loyalty”. Additionally, they found that 24% of the non price-sensitive borrowers are 
less loyal and 69% of the very loyal borrowers are high price-sensitive borrowers. 
Moreover, their findings show that the highest proportion of price-sensitive and less 
loyal borrowers have a four-year degree. In addition, most of the high loyal and less 
price-sensitive borrowers have only a high school education. Consequently, their 
findings suggest that borrowers who use financial credit system are more sensitive to 
price and less loyal compared to producers who use banks as a source of funding. 
Additionally, their results show the decline of loyalty with the increase in the size of 
the farm, debt to asset ratios and tenure.  
Along with loyalty, Gunderson, Gloy and LaDue (2006), tested a model to assess the 
benefits gained from increasing borrowers retention rates. They found that “large loan 
relationships generate six times the amount of life time value created by their small 
peers of the same risk strata” (Gunderson, Gloy and LaDue 2006, 119). They also 
found that the “large loan amount relationships generate more dollars of life time 
value, but fewer dollars of lifetime value per dollar of loan amount among risk peers” 
(Gunderson, Gloy and LaDue 2006, 120).  They categorize “large loans” as loans that 
have an amount greater than $400,000 and “small loans” as the loans which have an 
amount lower than $100,000. Katchova (2005) looked at the factors affecting 
agricultural credit demand. She found that gross farm income, risk management 
strategies and operator’s age and risk aversion have significant contribution to the 
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demand of credit by rural residence. She used data from the 2001 Agricultural 
Resource Management Study (ARMS) conducted by the USDA and found that “the 
percentage of farms carrying debt, the average debt balance, and the average number 
of loans increase when progressing from rural residence to intermediate to 
commercial farms”. Additionally, independent of the farm size, the farms 
characterized by higher gross farm income generally have debt (Katchova 2005). 
Moreover, she found that the intermediate farms characterized by a higher off-farm 
income are less likely to have farm liabilities. After knowing some of the factors that 
affect agricultural credit demand, it is worth thinking about who the lending financial 
institutions prefer. Generally, lenders prefer self-liquidating (e.g. raw materials, 
seeds,…) and asset generating loans (e.g. the purchase of feeder cattle, machinery; as 
they will constitute a valuable source of collateral and can be used as reclaimable in 
case of default) (Barry et al. 2000). Their suggested lender preferences are mentioned 
in figure 2.9 below and they range between low to high. 
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Figure 2.9: “Lender preferences for combinations of loan characteristics” 
(Barry, et al. 2000) 
 
Moreover, lending financial institutions generally also prefer to provide loans to less 
risk-averse borrowers as they will potentially be more certain that the borrower will 
not take additional risks once he/she gets the money. Miller, et al. (1993) concluded 
in their study on “Price and Nonprice Management of Agricultural Credit Risk” that 
there exists only one single-price strategy that does not yield adverse selection; it 
suggests proposing to the lowest-risk borrowers a low interest rate. According to 
Stiglitz and Weiss (1981); Kropp, et al. (2009) banks control moral hazard and 
adverse selection problems arising from asymmetric information through the charge 
of high enough interest rates which will eliminate safe borrowers from the pool of 
applicants. Under the assumption of absence of collaterals, there is a higher 
possibility that the rich will strategically default when compared to the poor (Kropp, 
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et al. 2009). The reason mentioned by the authors’ deals with the fact that the poor 
will probably need access to credit later on as well. They used a loan default function 
to put in evidence that the cost of providing a loan increases with the increase in the 
wealth of the borrower. Their results imply that “the poor strategically default less 
frequent and hence are more trustworthy” (Kropp, et al. 2009). 
Dixon, Ahrendsen and Barry (1993) investigated the factors that push banks to charge 
different interest rates on agricultural loans and different interest rates on different 
applications within the same bank. They could not find a single set of attributes that 
explains the differences in interest rates charged for both short and intermediate term 
loans. In addition, they state that this situation is similar to credit scoring where there 
is still no consensus on the characteristics of the borrower and lender that determine 
loan acceptance and interest rates charged. Briggeman and Jorgensen (2009) searched 
whether member-borrowers of FCS prefer to pay a lower interest tax on their loans by 
giving up their patronage dividend. Their findings show that East Central Oklahoma 
member-borrowers highly prefer patronage payments, that on average, they will 
accept paying higher interest rates. Additionally, a previous study states that 
borrowers have strong preference on cash patronage refunds rather than receiving 
lesser fixed real estate interest rates (Briggeman and Jorgensen 2009; Zhang and 
Mallory 2010).  
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Chapter 3: Data description and preparation 
3.1 Variables description 
The data used in the analysis belongs to a large leading financial institution. The data 
that will be used refers to farmers who have borrowed money under the SIC code for 
grain production. Our interest is to look at the loans approved following the 
“Diversified Operations / Core Standards model”. All loans approved through the 
score card application or through other models were removed. The database provides 
information on several hundred of variables including information about the customer 
through the credit bureau reports, the business and the loan. Including information 
from the credit bureau reports in the credit scoring models provides information on 
the customer at other financial institutions which will evidently improve the 
performance of the models (Van Gestel and Baesens 2009). The loans used in this 
study contain only loans that are refinanced and matured (or defaulted) between 2006 
and the end of 2010. The data does not contain information on loans that were not 
approved or on loans approved by other financial institutions. 
 
3.1.1. Dependent variable 
The dependent variable is a default dummy variable. It takes the value of one in the 
case of default and zero otherwise. “Default” is defined as a loan, whose primary 
borrower has failed to pay back interest, or principal, or late charges, or other fees 
within the 27 days of the paying period and the sum of the due amount is greater than 
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$100, or a full charge-off has occurred, or partial charge off has occurred, or the 
account is in bankruptcy or foreclosure, or the credit class severity at the note level 
has declined from acceptable to a lower level. 
 
3.1.2 Independent variables 
The raw independent variables number several hundred. The independent variables 
that will be used are divided into three categories:  
1. Characteristics of the loan 
The commitment type (revolving commitment, nonrevolving commitment, letter of 
credit), loss given default risk rating (well secured, adequately secured, marginally 
secured, under secured), net commitment amount ($ face amount of the note), 
payment frequency (annual, semiannual, quarterly, monthly), objective risk rating 
(excellent, acceptable, other assets especially mentioned, substandard or worse). In 
addition to those variables the length of the loan (in months) has been calculated and 
used, and the number of loans per customer has been calculated and used. The 
number of customers who had a consumer loan in addition to the other loans is very 
small and their records were removed from the sample. 
2. Credit bureau data 
The credit score of the customer from the credit bureau data has been used as a 
representative of several hundred of variables. 
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3. Financial variables and ratios 
The data originate from balance sheets (BS), income statements (IE) and ratios (RA) 
provided by the financial institution or calculated if that ratio contained many missing 
values. The list of the financial variables and the other independent variables is 
provided in table 3.1 below. 
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Table 3.1: The list of independent variables 
Name of the variables Variable 
Description 
Description of the 
Categories* 
Variables 
Types 
Commit_Type_CD Commitment Type 
 
[Budget or revolving 
commitment type.] 
Revolving 
Commitment (LOC) = 
0,  
Nonrevolving 
Commitment (Budget) 
= 0.5, and 
Letter of Credit = 1. 
Nominal 
Farm Debt-to-Asset Ratio  Farm Debt-to-Asset 
Ratio  
 Interval 
Farm Debt-to-Equity Ratio  Farm Debt-to-Equity 
Ratio  
 Interval 
FIN_BS_or_IE_Financial_ 
Type_Desc_TX  
Balance Sheet or 
Income Statement 
Financial Type 
Consolidated = 0  
or  
Individual = 1  
Binary 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Period_CUR  
Balance Sheet Total 
Assets Previous 
Period 
  Interval 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital
_ CUR  
Working Capital   Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Depreciation_ Exp_CUR  
Average 
Depreciation 
Expenses 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_ 
Living_Exp_CUR  
Average Family 
Living Expenses 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CUR  
Average Farm 
Operating Expenses 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax
_ Exp_CUR  
Average Income 
Tax Expenses 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_ 
Exp_CUR  
Average Term 
Interest Expenses 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Avg_Value_Farm
_ Prod_CUR  
Average Value of 
Farm Production 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_ 
Income_CUR  
Government 
payment Income 
  Interval 
FIN_IE_Income_Method_ 
Desc_TX  
Income Method 
Description 
Cash Accounting 
Basis = 0, or  
Accrual Accounting 
Basis = 1 
Binary 
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Table 3.1: (Continued) 
FIN_RA_Current_Ratio_ 
VAL  
Current Ratio   Interval 
FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_ 
Ratio_VAL  
Debt Coverage 
Ratio 
  Interval 
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity_ 
PCT  
Owner Equity   Interval 
FIN_RA_Return_On_ 
Assets_PCT  
Return On Assets   Interval 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score_VAL  
Overall Risk Rating 
Score. 
 
[Internally-assigned 
risk rating (RR) 
score based on 
financial data. 
Range is from 
smallest (best) – 
highest (worst).]  
In the analysis  
Class 4, 5 = 0,  
Class 6 = 0.2,  
Class 7 = 0.4,  
Class 8 = 0.6,  
Class 9 = 0.8,  
Class 10 and 11 = 1 
Nominal 
Length of the loan  Length of the loan  In months Interval 
Loan No# / Customer  Number of Loans 
per customer from 
the financial 
institution  
1 Loan = 0,  
2 Loans = 0.33,  
3 Loans = 0.66,  
>=4 Loans = 1 
Nominal 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_ 
Type_CD  
Loss Given Default 
Risk Rating Score. 
 
[Analysis for loss 
based on security 
position.] 
Well Secured = 0, 
Adequately Secured = 
0.33,  
Marginally Secured = 
0.66,  
Under Secured.= 1 
Nominal 
NB_Net_Commitment_ 
Amt_CUR  
Net Commitment 
Amount 
  Interval 
NB_Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX  
Payment Frequency Monthly = 0, 
Quarterly 0.33,  
Semi-Annually =0.66, 
and  
Annually = 1 
Nominal 
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Table 3.1: (Continued) 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX  Risk Rating 
Objective Value. 
 
[Objective RR (Risk 
Rating) value 
assigned to the 
account.] 
0 and 0.33 are 
typically considered 
Acceptable accounts; 
0.66 is typically 
(Special Mention);  
1 is typically 
Substandard or worse. 
Nominal 
Score_Data  FICO Score   Interval 
Working_Capital_to_ 
Gross_ Revenue  
Working Capital to 
Gross Revenue 
 Interval 
*The “=” sign present in the third column means “this(ese) category(ies) is (are) 
represented by “ 
 
3.2 Data preparation and data filtering 
The aim of data preprocessing is to improve the quality of the data which will help in 
improving “the accuracy and efficiency of the subsequent mining process” (Han and 
Kamber 2006, 51). Often, outliers decrease the accuracy and efficiency of the models. 
The detection of outliers of the continuous variables can be done through the 
determination of the upper and lower limits and the specification of ±3 standard 
deviations from the mean value (Refaat 2007). Another typical rule of thumb to detect 
suspected outliers is to find the values that fall “at least 1.5*Inter Quartile Range 
above the third quartile or below the first quartile” (Han and Kamber 2006, 54). 
Nisbet, Elder and Miner (2009) suggest the calculation of descriptive statistics (mean, 
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation) for each predictor variable which may 
alert to the presence of outliers’ values.  
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Moreover, Nisbet, Elder and Miner (2009, 56) recommend looking at “the number 
and distribution of blanks across all the cases” and notifying suspicious data. 
Furthermore, they point on the fact that many variables may have values or blanks 
inappropriate for the data set that ought to be deleted. The process of removing 
unnecessary information through the removal of observations is called data filtering 
(Nisbet, Elder and Miner 2009). They state that this process aims to clarify the signal 
of the variables that we want to model. The simple way to do it is through the 
removal of outliers which if kept, will inject noise and consequently reduce the 
predictability of the model. In addition, they say “Well yes, you have to score 
outliers, but you can afford to be wrong in your predictions 5% of the time (for 
example), for the sake of being very predictive on the other 95% of the data” (Nisbet, 
Elder and Miner 2009, 65). 
In this study, summary statistics of every variable are calculated and outliers have 
been detected. Outliers are adjusted to be plus or minus three times the standard 
deviation of the mean of all loans for that independent variable following the work of 
Odeh, Featherstone and Das (2010). As an example, for a value of minus 500 of 
variable X with a sample mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 60, the minus 500 is 
replaced by minus 130. 
 
3.2.1 Missing values  
There is a need to replace the missing values in the dataset as logistic regression 
ignores those observations and neural networks can not handle missing values as well 
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(Refaat 2007). Six methods were suggested by Han and Kamber (2006) to fill the 
missing values: 
1. Ignore the record 
2. Fill the missing value manually 
3. Use a global constant  
4. Replace the missing value with the mean 
5. Replace the missing value with the mean of all samples of that category 
6. Use the most likely value through the help of regression 
They did mention that the methods from 3 to 6 bias the data. Along with that, three 
basic strategies were suggested by Refaat (2007) in table 3.2 to treat missing values. 
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Table 3.2: Strategies to treat missing values 
1.To eliminate 
the observation 
that contains 
the missing 
value 
Advantage Disadvantages More information 
Model based on 
actual data and not 
guessed data 
-Generally, a small 
proportion of 
observations is free of 
missing values 
-The scoring data will 
contain missing 
values 
Recommended 
when the 
proportion of 
missing values is 
small in the 
training and the 
scoring datasets 
2.Substitute a 
value 
Nominal variables Ordinal and 
continuous variables 
 
Mode, or any of the 
categories, or a new 
category 
Mean, or median, or 
mode, or maximum 
value, or minimum 
value, zero or any 
other user-defined 
value 
A bias will be 
created, less with 
the median than 
with the mean 
3.Impute the 
values 
Use the nonmissing 
values of some 
variables to predict 
the missing values 
in other variables 
  
 
In addition, Refaat provides a summary of the imputation methods which are 
mentioned in table 3.3 below: 
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Table 3.3: Summary of imputation methods (Refaat 2007) 
Pattern of missingness Type of imputed variable Recommended methods 
Monotone Continuous Regression 
  Predicted mean matching 
  Propensity score 
Monotone Ordinal Logistic regression 
Monotone Nominal Discriminant function 
method 
Arbitrary Continuous MCMC full-data imputation 
  MCMC monotone-data 
imputation 
 
Furthermore, Refaat states that for a large number of variables, the variables are put 
together in smaller groups that do provide meaning and that possible correlation is 
very likely between them. In addition to that, he proposes that under the assumption 
that the missing data pattern is identical in the modeling and scoring data set, we can 
impute similar values for both of the data sets. He used the logistic and linear 
regression models to impute the missing values of ordinal and binary nominal 
variables on one side, and of the continuous variables on the other side, respectively. 
He mentions also that the average may be used as the best unbiased estimate and 
when the number of missing values is fewer than 10, in general, the use of the median 
or the mean shall not create a large difference. For the ordinal variables, the use of the 
median seems to be the most appropriate and for the nominal variables, the logical 
option is to replace the missing values with the mode (Refaat 2007).  
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3.2.2 Data transformations 
From the initial raw dataset, Refaat (2007) transformed the data to generate new 
analytical variables, to impute or replace missing variables, and to fix skewed 
variable distributions. He generates a set of variables to represent nominal variables 
through the 1_to_N-1 mapping method where one of the values is dropped and N-1 
indicator variables remain. He suggests to drop either the last alphabetical new 
indicator variable or the category with the lowest frequency.  
In this study, variables with discrete values are represented as follows: for the case of 
three discrete values, they will be represented as 0.0, 0.50 and 1.0 and so on following 
the work of Bigus (1996). This way the discrete data will be directly normalized 
within the range of [0,1]. 
 
3.2.3 Normalization of the data 
Three methods to normalize the data were discussed by (Han and Kamber 2006, 71).  
1. Min-max normalization: 
V’=? ??????
?????????
????????? ? ?????????? ? ?????????   (3.1) 
Where V is the original value of the attribute A, V’ is the new value of the 
attribute;? ??? and ???? are the minimum and maximum values of the attribute A, 
respectively; and the data will be normalized in the range?????????? ?????????. 
This normalization method maintains the relationships among the original data, but 
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will face an error with future values that are above or below the original maximum 
and minimum, respectively. 
2. The zero-mean normalization method where the normalization is based on the 
mean and standard deviation of the attribute.  
V’=????
??
           (3.2) 
Ā and ?? are the mean and standard deviation of the attribute A. 
3. Normalization by decimal scaling; this is done as follows: 
V’= ?
???
, where j represents the smallest integer for which Max(|V’|)<1.  (3.3) 
They noted that the last two methods can change the original data quite a bit. 
In this study, the independent variables have been normalized between 0 and 1 
following the method adopted by Refaat (2007): 
???????????????? ? ? ??????
?????????
      (3.4) 
where x, xmin, and xmax represent the initial value of the observation, the minimum 
value and  maximum value of the variable, respectively. This transformation will lead 
all values of a specific variable to be between 0 and 1. During application of the 
model, there is a possibility that one of the values will be higher or lower than the 
maximum and minimum, respectively. In this case, we need to remember “that this 
variable can take values outside the 0-1 range” (Refaat 2007, 118). He states that 
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normalization of the continuous variable helps in avoiding numerical ill conditions in 
logistic regression and principal component analysis. 
 
3.2.4. Variable reduction 
“One of the first jobs of the data miner is to develop a short-list of variables. This 
abbreviated list will include (one hopes) only those variables that significantly 
increase the predictive power and the generalizing ability of the model” (Nisbet, 
Elder and Miner 2009, 78). It is very important for neural networks to give great 
attention to variable selection and to eliminate variables with low influence on the 
target variable because neural networks do not naturally select variables, and may end 
up using all the variables provided (Nisbet, Elder and Miner 2009, 301). 
One of the main benefits of reducing the dimensionality of the dataset used is that 
many data mining algorithms will work better; moreover, it will be difficult to 
reliably assign a model for classification (Tan, Steinbach and Kumar 2006). In the 
case of predictive modeling, the best predictive model is the one that contains the 
fewest predictors (Mitchell1997; Refaat 2007). To achieve this model, two steps need 
to be followed: 
1. Exclude the variables with less or no contribution to the model 
2. Adopt transformation methods to reduce the number of variables while 
maintaining all or most of the information (Refaat 2007, 207). 
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It is recommended to consider remove three types of variables before adopting any 
further steps of reduction of the number of variables: 
1. Remove variables with a cardinality of one as they do not contribute to any model 
(Constant fields) 
2. Remove variables with a high content of missing values 
3.  Transform the categorical variables with high cardinality (e.g. “group the 
categories of zip code to a higher level with a smaller cardinality”) (Refaat 2007, 
208). 
In the second step of applying transformation methods principal components and 
factor analysis are frequently used. “The principal component analysis aims at finding 
a set of linear transformations of a set of continuous variables such that the resulting 
set contains most of the variance in the original set within the first few terms” (Refaat 
2007, 210). Moreover, he recommends adopting variable reduction methods as part of 
the preparation procedure in order for the modeling techniques to “focus on the final 
tuning and selection from the best set of variables” (Refaat 2007, 210).  
In the data set used in this study, variable reduction has occurred through the use of 
the credit score instead of the data of the variables that appear in the credit bureau 
data. Unitary variables were eliminated. Other variables related to the note but which 
did not affect the decision of approving the loan were eliminated. Also, some 
financial variables were not used in their crude format but indirectly through their 
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inclusion in the calculation of ratios. Variables with more than 55% missing values 
were eliminated. 
 
3.2.5 Variables selection 
The inclusion of variables in a model is not an easy task. Refaat (2007) acknowledges 
the importance of relying on more than one metric in the selection of variables. Some 
criteria for variables selection shall be considered: 
1. “Is the variable legal? 
2. Is it reasonable and factual? 
3. Is it easily interpreted? 
4. Is it sensitive to inflation? 
5. Is it difficult to manipulate?” (McCahill 1998, 20). 
There is always a battle between building a complex model to fit the data and the 
benefits provided by simple models when it comes to the interpretation (Agresti 
2007). Some argue there is a need to include all the scientifically relevant variables. 
Hosmer and Lemeshow (1989) argue that this approach may create an overfitted 
model where the estimates or their standard errors are very large, and the parameter 
estimates may be numerically unstable. Other benefits from minimizing the number 
of variables mentioned by Hosmer and Lemeshow (1989) are having the higher 
likeliness to get a “more numerically stable” and easy to generalize model. 
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Additionally, the number of variables from a large database shall be reduced to a 
manageable subset (Jost 1998). According to Jost, a typical final scoring model 
contains between 10 and 40 variables.  He mentioned three techniques that can be 
adopted by an analyst “to reduce the number of variables in the model: 
1. Human and business judgment. 
2. Factor or principal component analysis. 
3. Stepwise regression variable selection” (Jost 1998, 135). 
Principal component analysis allows figuring correlations between variables which 
will permit the model builder to group those variables or to choose the variable that 
will represent best. The calculation of pairwise correlation coefficients can be used as 
a technique to exclude the variables that have a relatively low and insignificant 
correlation with the target variable. In addition, as a general rule of thumb, when the 
correlation between variables is above 0.90, their effects are considered too collinear 
to include in the model which will provide an ill behaved solution translated 
practically in the absence of a unique optimum solution (Nisbet, Elder and Miner 
2009). 
Principal component analysis is very useful when there are many independent 
variables and when those independent variables are highly correlated between them 
(Refaat 2007). According to Tan, Steinbach and Kumar (2006) “Principal Component 
Analysis is a linear algebra technique for continuous attributes that finds new 
attributes (principal components) characterized by: 
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1. Being linear combinations of the original attributes 
2. Orthogonal to each other 
3. Capture the maximum amount of variation in the data” 
The common application suggests normalizing the data and scaling it to a specific 
range [0.0, 1.0] especially when applying neural networks as it will provide better 
results (Han and Kamber 2006); and keeping the first few principal components 
which contain between 80 and 95% of the variance of the original set of variables 
(Refaat 2007). Accordingly, the size of the dataset can be reduced by eliminating the 
components with low variance (Han and Kamber 2006). “It’s worth noting that 
principal component analysis with interval or ordinal data only” (Cerrito 2006, 137). 
If nominal variables are mapped as dummy variables, those dummy variables can be 
used as ordinary variables in principal component analysis (Refaat 2007).  
Stepwise regression allows the calculation of the correlation between the explanatory 
variables and the dependent variable. It will allow figuring out which variables have 
the capacity to explain the dependent variable. Forward stepwise selection has been 
suggested to choose the variables to be included with “a criterion of entry of a p-value 
less than 0.25 or 0.50” (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989, 88). Menard (1995) cites 
several references that support and that oppose the use of stepwise regression to 
decide which attributes to include and which ones to exclude. Even though there are 
opponents to the use of stepwise regression, who consider its use as an admission of 
the ignorance of the phenomenon, those opponents suggest its potential usefulness in 
“purely predictive research and exploratory research”. Menard used the backward 
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elimination stepwise regression and justified his choice by mentioning that in general 
“the forward inclusion and backward elimination methods of stepwise linear 
regression will be the same, but when they differ, backward elimination may uncover 
relationships missed by forward inclusion” (1995, 55). He emphasized the fact that 
exploratory research aims to find good predictors rather than to eliminate bad ones. 
For this reason, and based on a previous study as well, he suggested that the 0.05 
criterion of statistical significance be relaxed and replaced by a value that belongs to 
the range from 0.15 to 0.20.  
 
In this study, a variable selection node is used due to the large number of variables. 
The Chi-Square selection criterion is used following the work of Matignon who states 
that “this criterion can be used only when the target is binary” (Matignon 2005, 91). 
This method allows the calculation of the relative variable importance of the variables 
and allows the discovery of potential interactions between explanatory variables. In 
this case a tree is constructed and the inputs that pass the Chi-Square selection criteria 
will then be used as inputs for the models. The tree is developed after executing a 
recursive partitioning of the data in order to create a tree. This is done by the 
algorithm that evaluates all the inputs one at a time, and discovers the best split for 
every input. For interval variables, their values are divided into the number of bins 
provided to the program and a Chi-Square is calculated for each split. In this case, the 
number of bins is stated to 10. For 10 bins, there will be nine possible splits. The best 
split is the one with the highest Chi-Square value. The algorithm will continue and do 
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the same for every other input variable. All the variables that are considered to be the 
best splitters will be the selected inputs and consequently will be used in building the 
three models. The maximum number of passes through the input data set that is used 
to perform the binary splits is kept at the default value of six and the recommendation 
is for it to be greater than one. The minimum Chi-Square criterion used to select the 
variables is set to 1.64 which is the value of significance at the 0.20 level.  
 
3.2.6 A checklist 
According to the experiences “of many data miners, some of the most predictive 
variables are those you derive yourself” (Nisbet, Elder and Miner 2009, 68). Nisbet, 
Elder and Miner suggest a checklist of practical steps to enhance the results of the 
model and its summary is as follows: 
1. “Transform real-valued inputs to be approximately normal in distribution” 
2. “Remove outliers” 
3. “Reduce variables” 
4. “Divide and conquer” (use simple models instead of a complex one) 
5. “Combine variables” 
6. “Impute missing data” 
7. “Explode categorical variables to allow use of estimation routines” 
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8. “Merge categories if there are too many” 
9. “Merge variables with similar behavior” 
10. “Spherify data. (To normalize the data by transforming each variable by ? ? ?????
?
 
where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of X and to take care of the 
correlation)” (Nisbet, Elder and Miner 2009, 302-305). 
Based on the material presented in the different sections, the steps presented above 
are fulfilled in a suitable way to the present data set. For example, the credit score of 
every customer is used as a representative of all the credit bureau data. Also, the past 
due variable described in the dependent variable section is used to represent several 
other variables that are considered related to default. Unitary variables are eliminated 
and different data sets are created to build different models. 
 
3.3. Different data sets for different models 
Banks find it challenging to assign every borrower a default probability (Blum, 
Overbeck and Wagner 2003). Moreover, they consider that history provides evidence 
that good customers may default on paying back their loans. The probability of 
default calculated from the model related to a borrower will be compared to a certain 
cutoff value. Based on that, the loan officer can decide whether to accept or reject a 
loan or ask for the convenient collaterals. In general if a counterpart fails to pay back 
a certain loan, “it is likely to default on its other loans by the contamination principle” 
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(Van Gestel and Baesens 2009, 25). The contamination effect refers to the tendency 
of borrowers who default on one loan to default on other loans as well. Van Gestel 
and Baesens state that sometimes the contamination principle does not apply. They 
provide the example of individuals who do not default on their mortgage loans to 
avoid housing difficulties but may default on other less critical loans.  
Based on the information presented in this chapter, and to acknowledge the drastic 
increase in price of commodities between 2006 and the following years the data set 
has been divided into the following 9 sets as described below and in table 3.4. 
1. 2006 (1) = This is data set number 1. This data set excludes these variables that 
had missing values for the loans refinanced and matured in 2006 (this is 
represented through the use of the first digit “1” between parentheses). It has five 
hundred and three observations. The number of past due loans in this data set is 
one hundred seventy four loans. Consequently, the past due percentage is 
approximately 34.59%. A similar description of the number of observations, 
number of past due loans, and percentage of past due can be extracted from table 
3.4 for the other data sets. It has twenty one variables. 
2. 2006 – 2010 (11) = This is data set number 2. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It 
excludes the variables that had missing values (this is shown through the use of 
the first digit “1” between parentheses). It represents the customers who have just 
one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “1” between 
parentheses). It has four thousands four hundred and seventy eight observations. 
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The number of past due loans in this data set is three hundred and thirty seven 
loans. Consequently, the past due percentage is approximately 7.52%. It has 
twenty variables. 
3. 2006 – 2010 (12) = This is data set number 3. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It 
excludes the variables that had missing values (this is shown through the use of 
the first digit “1” between parentheses). It represents customers who have more 
than one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “2” between 
parentheses). It has twenty one variables. 
4. 2006 – 2010 (21) = This is data set number 4. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It 
excludes any customer that has missing observations (this is shown through the 
use of the first digit “2” between parentheses). It represents the customers who 
have just one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “1” between 
parentheses). It has twenty six variables. 
5. 2006 – 2010 (22) = This is data set number 5. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It 
excludes any customer that has missing observations (this is shown through the 
use of the first digit “2” between parentheses). It represents customers who have 
more than one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “2” between 
parentheses). It has twenty seven variables. 
6. 2007 – 2010 (11) = This is data set number 6. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It 
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excludes the variables that had missing values (this is shown through the use of 
the first digit “1” between parentheses). It represents the customers who have just 
one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “1” between 
parentheses). It has twenty variables. 
7. 2007 – 2010 (12) = This is data set number 7. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It 
excludes the variables that had missing values (this is shown through the use of 
the first digit “1” between parentheses). It represents customers who have more 
than one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “2” between 
parentheses). It has twenty one variables. 
8. 2007 – 2010 (21) = This is data set number 8. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It 
excludes any customer that has missing observations (this is shown through the 
use of the first digit “2” between parentheses). It represents the customers who 
have just one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “1” between 
parentheses). It has twenty six variables. 
9. 2007 – 2010 (22) = This is data set number 9. This data set stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It 
excludes any customer that has missing observations (this is shown through the 
use of the first digit “2” between parentheses). It represents customers who have 
more than one loan (this is shown through the use of the second digit “2” between 
parentheses). It has twenty seven variables. 
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Also in table 3.4 are shown those variables that are included and excluded (shown in 
red) in the respective data sets. In addition, table 3.4 shows those variables that have 
missing observations. For example, in the first data set, the variable called 
“Loss_Given_Def_RR_ Type_CD” has 182 missing observations for that variable. 
This variable is shown in red and has been excluded from the analysis in the first data 
set. 
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Table 3.4: The different sets  
Data set number 1 2 3 4 5 
Data sets 1 -5 
2006 
(1)* 
2006-
2010 * 
2006-2010 
(11)* 
2006 - 
2010 (12)* 
2006-
2010 
(21)* 
2006-
2010 
(22)* 
    Parent *         
No. of Observations: 503 17,328 4,478 12,759 1,293 6,211 
No. of past due 174 2006 337 1667 161 990 
Past Due % 0.34592 0.11576 0.0752568 0.1306528 0.124516 0.15939 
              
Names of the 
Variables             
              
Commit_Type_CD Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Length of the loan Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Loan No./Customer Included Included Excluded Included Excluded Included 
Loss_Given_Def_RR
_ Type_CD 
182 
Missing 
observati
ons 
2701 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
NB_Net_ 
Commitment_Amt_ 
CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_ 
TX 
155 
Missing 
observati
ons 
2357 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
Score Data 
103 
Missing 
observati
ons 
5017 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
FIN_BS_or_IE_ 
Financial_Type_Desc
_ TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_BS_Total_ 
Assets_Previous_ 
Period_ CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Depreciation_Exp_ 
CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
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Table 3.4: (Continued) 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family
_ Living_Exp_CUR 
164 
Missing 
observati
ons 
5415 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income
_ Tax_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_ 
Int_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Value_ 
Farm_Prod_CUR 
158 
Missing 
observati
ons 
4959 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
FIN_IE_Govt_ 
Payment_Income_ 
CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Current_ 
Ratio_VAL Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Debt_ 
Coverage_Ratio_ 
VAL Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Owner_ 
Equity_PCT Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Return_On
_ Assets_PCT Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RR_Overall_ 
Risk_Rating_Score_ 
VAL 
0 
Missing 
observati
ons 
42 
Missing 
observati
ons 
37 Missing 
observations 
Removed 
5 Missing 
observations 
Removed Included Included 
Farm Debt-to-Asset 
Ratio 
0 
Missing 
observati
ons 
49 
Missing 
observati
ons 
21 Missing 
observations 
Removed 
28 Missing 
observations 
Removed Included Included 
Farm Debt-to-Equity 
Ratio 
0 
Missing 
observati
ons 
49 
Missing 
observati
ons 
21 Missing 
observations 
Removed 
28 Missing 
observations 
Removed Included Included 
Working Capital to 
Gross Revenues 
158 
Missing 
observati
ons 
5149 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included 
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Table 3.4: (Continued) 
Data set number 6 7 8 9 
Data sets 6 - 9 
2007–
2010 
(1)* 
2007-
2010 (11) 
* 
2007-
2010 
(12)* 
2007-
2010 
(2)* 
2007-
2010 
(21)* 
2007-
2010 
(22)* 
  Parent*     Parent*     
No. of Observations: 16734 4393 12348 7315 1268 6054 
No. of past due 1830 310 1520 1053 148 905 
Past Due % 0.10935 0.070566 0.12309 0.14395 0.11671 0.1494 
              
Names of the Variables             
              
Commit_Type_CD Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Length of the loan Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Loan No./Customer Included Included Included Included Excluded Included 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_ 
Type_CD 
2519 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
NB_Net_Commitment_ 
Amt_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX 
2202 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
Score Data 
4914 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
FIN_BS_or_IE_ 
Financial_Type_Desc_ 
TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Period_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Depreciation_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_ 
Living_Exp_CUR 
5251 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
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Table 3.4: (Continued) 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_ 
Tax_Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_
Exp_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Avg_Value_ 
Farm_Prod_CUR 
4801 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_ 
Income_CUR Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Current_ 
Ratio_VAL Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Debt_ 
Coverage_Ratio_VAL Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity
_PCT Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RA_Return_On_ 
Assets_PCT Included Included Included Included Included Included 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score_VAL 
42 
Missing 
observati
ons 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed Included Included Included 
Farm Debt-to-Asset 
Ratio 
49 
Missing 
observati
ons 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed Included Included Included 
Farm Debt-to-Equity 
Ratio 
49 
Missing 
observati
ons 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed 
Missing 
observatio
ns 
Removed Included Included Included 
Working Capital to 
Gross Revenues 
4991 
Missing 
observati
ons Excluded Excluded Included Included Included 
* 
Red = Excluded variable 
Parent = This set of data is used as a parent to derive the other sets and has not been 
used directly to conduct analysis. 
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The target variable is binary, that is, it has a value of either 0 or 1. Each of the nine 
data sets is partitioned in a stratified way into 3 parts: 50% is used as a training set to 
fit the model in the first step; 30% is used to validate (tune) the model in the second 
step; and 20% is used to test (evaluate) the model in the final step. According to 
Sarma (2010), a higher percentage of the data attributed to the training data set will 
generally lead to more stable parameter estimates.  
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Chapter 4: Description of the methods 
4.1 Logistic regression 
4.1.1 Overview 
Logistic regression has been applied to solve several problems in different areas. 
Stokes, Davis and Koch (2000) mention its application in banking, epidemiology, 
medical research…. In addition to the several papers reviewed which utilized logistic 
regression in the estimation of probability of default, Shmueli, Patel and Bruce (2007) 
state that logistic regression can be applied in: classifying returning and non-returning 
customers, in the prediction of the approval or denial of loan requests based on 
information, and other applications. The logistic regression provides the probability 
of y=1 (default). In the data set, the borrowers who defaulted are represented by a 1 in 
the dependent variable. The borrowers who did not default are represented by a 0 in 
the dependent variable. 
In this study, the logistic regression model adopted aims to find the relationships 
between a dichotomous dependent variable and a set of categorical and continuous 
attributes. The model and equations used are based on the work of Stokes, Davis and 
Koch (2000, 239).  
Let pi be the probability of default of borrower i which is denoted as follows: 
?? ?
???? ??? ??????
?
???
??????? ??? ??????????
 or ?? ?
?
??????? ???? ??????????
    (4.1) 
From this equation, the odds can be derived: 
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??
????
? ???? ? ? ? ??????????         (4.2) 
and the logit model will be: 
??? ? ??
????
? ? ?? ? ? ?????????        (4.3) 
The increase of a single unit in one of the attributes increases the odds ratio by a 
value equal to the exponential of its corresponding parameter (Shmueli, Patel and 
Bruce 2007).  
The beta parameters are estimated using the method of maximum likelihood 
estimators and not the least squares method because the relationship between the 
dependent variable and the beta parameters is nonlinear (Shmueli, Patel and Bruce 
2007). Shmueli, Patel and Bruce mention that when the sample is large, the maximum 
likelihood estimators guarantee good asymptotic properties and the estimators will be: 
“consistent”, “asymptotically efficient”, “asymptotically normally distributed” which 
will allow the construction of confidence intervals (2007, 143). Consistency signifies 
that as the sample gets larger, the probability of the parameters estimates becoming 
closer to the true value gets higher too; which entails that the parameters estimates’ 
from the maximum likelihood are, “approximately unbiased in large samples” 
(Allison 1999, 16). The asymptotic efficiency characteristic of maximum likelihood 
indicates that the standard errors of the parameters estimates are “approximately, at 
least as small as those for any other estimation method” (Allison 1999, 16). The 
asymptotically normally distribution of the estimators from the maximum likelihood 
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means “that you can use the normal and chi-square distributions to compute 
confidence intervals and p-values” (Allison 1999, 16).  
Peduzzi, et al. (1996) discussed the number of events per variable in a logistic 
regression model to avoid three types of problems: 
1. Under fitting (type I error) takes place when too many variables are included in 
the final model 
2. Over fitting (type II error) takes place when significant variables are excluded 
from the final model 
3. Paradoxical fitting (type III error) takes place when an attribute is given the 
reverse sign 
They concluded that for ten events per explanatory variable or more, “no major 
problems occurred” and for low events per variable this “can lead to major problems” 
(Peduzzi, et al. 1996, 1373). The work of Sarma (2010) is used in building the logistic 
regression. The logit model is used and the software is instructed to allow two factor 
interactions for class variables, and polynomial terms up to the third degree for all 
interval variables set to use. The stepwise regression is the selection model method 
used for selecting the variables to be included in the logistic regression because it was 
found to produce the most parsimonious model. In this method, the variables are 
entered by forward steps and removed by backward steps. The training starts with no 
variables in the model and will add variables until the entry significance level or the 
stop criterion is met but may remove variables that exist in the model. The entry 
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significance level is set to 0.2 and the stay significance level is set to 0.05. The 
selection criterion is the Akaike’s Information Criterion. This means that the final 
model selected is not the final model that arises from the last step of the selection 
process but the one that has the lowest value of the Akaike’s Information Criterion 
Statistic. The Akaike Information Criterion Statistic is: 
“AIC = -2LogL + 2(k + s)       (4.4) 
where - 2LogL is a measure of model error for comparing models when the target is 
binary, k is the number of response levels minus one, and s is the number of 
explanatory variables in the model” (Sarma 2010, 264).  
 
4.1.2 Multicollinearity 
An undesirable feature of logistic regression is multicollinearity. Multicollinearity 
takes place when high correlations between the explanatory variables exist. 
According to Matignon (2007, 286), “multicollinearity can be detected when the 
overall F-test statistic is significant along with no highly significant modeling terms 
in the model.” Additionally, he mentions that “multicollinearity can also be detected 
when there is a high partial correlation between the two separate input variables along 
with insignificant p-values from the t-test statistics of both the related input 
variables”. When multicollinearity exists, the parameter estimates become 
questionable. When collinearity between the explanatory variables is low, there is no 
problem, but when it increases, the coefficients will be unbiased but their standard 
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errors will tend to be large (Menard 1995, 65). Additionally, Allison mentions that 
“variables that appear to have weak effects, individually, may actually have quite 
strong effects as a group” (1999, 48). Unfortunately, the main problem of collinearity 
remains in the limited acceptable remedies (Menard 1995). The other part of the 
problem of collinearity is the possibility of its detection before logistic regression 
analysis and the solution remains more of an art than a science (Menard 1995, 71). 
Along with that, Allison states that “none of the potential fix-ups is very satisfying” 
(1999, 51). The good thing is that “the consequences of multicollinearity only apply 
to those variables in a model that are collinear” (Allison 1999, 48). The results for the 
logistic regression models of every set are presented in chapter 5. 
 
4.2 Decision trees 
4.2.1 Overview 
“A decision tree represents a hierarchical segmentation of the data” (Sarma 2010, 
114). According to Sarma’s description, the initial data set constitute the root node 
which is partitioned to two or more segments based on a series of simple rules. Each 
resulting segment is further divided to sub segments and so on until no further 
division is possible. He refers to this partitioning process as recursive partitioning. 
The hierarchy constitutes the tree and the segments and sub segments constitute the 
nodes. Moreover, he refers to the nodes that are not further partitioned as terminal 
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nodes or leaf. The dependent variable has two levels: 1 for default and 0 for no 
default. Each node contains information on the number of defaults and no defaults.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The decision is made to minimize the misclassification error. The other possibility of 
decision in this case is to maximize profit but the information required was not 
available. If information related to the profit matrix is available, that information 
could have been used.  
  
Root node 
Node Node 
Yes No 
xj ≤$100,000 
Leaf Leaf 
Default: 123 
No-Default: 1000 Leaf 
Figure 4.1: An example of a tree for the target variable default 
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Table 4.1: Profits and losses from assessment decisions 
 Financial institution assessment of the borrower 
Actual 
borrower 
behavior 
 Good 
Good + a% 
Bad  b% 
 
Having this information will allow the calculation of the total profit of the tree and 
the ability to include this information in the program to choose the tree that 
maximizes the profit. Another way to use the information in the profit table is to 
calculate the expected profit.  
Expected profit = [probability of no defaults in this leaf * (a%) + probability of 
default in this leaf * (b%)]* Amount of money.      (4.5) 
This value can be used to make a decision. The value of “b” can be negative or 
positive. 
 
4.2.2 Developing an initial tree 
Developing the initial tree involves splitting the data. The data will be split 
successively following the method described in the previous section. Now the 
question at this level is: how is a node split? In order to answer this question, I refer 
to the description used by Sarma (2010). The software calculates the worth of all 
possible splitting values for every input and selects the split with the highest worth. 
Calculating the worth by the software includes finding the best splitting value for 
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every input and then comparing all of the inputs and after that discovering which one 
is best. As it can be seen, there are two steps to select the best split: 
1. To determine the best splitting value for each input 
2. To select the best input among all inputs with the highest worth 
Consequently, “the node is split at the best splitting value on the best input” (Sarma 
2010, 122). In order to provide a practical illustration of the process, below is the 
exact description provided by (Sarma 2010).  
“Suppose there are 100 inputs, represented by X1, X2, …, X100. The tree 
algorithm starts with input X1 and examines all candidate splits of the 
form X1<C, where C is a splitting value somewhere between the minimum 
and maximum value of X1. All records that have X1<C go to the left child 
node, and all records that have X1≥C go to the right child node. The 
algorithm goes through all candidate splitting values on the same input 
and selects the best splitting value. Let the best splitting value on input X1 
be C1. The algorithm repeats the same process on the next input X2. This 
process is repeated on inputs X1, X2, …, X100 and the corresponding best 
splitting values C2, C3, C4,…, C100 are found. Having found the best 
splitting value for each input, the algorithm then compares these splits to 
find the input whose best splitting value gives a better split of the data than 
the best splitting value of any other input. Suppose C10 is the best splitting 
value for input X10 and suppose X10 is chosen as the best input upon which 
to base a split of the node. Consequently, the node is partitioned using the 
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input X10. All records with X10<C10 are sent to the left child node, and all 
records with X10≥C10 are sent to the right child node. This process is 
repeated for each node. A different input may be chosen at a different 
node” (Sarma 2010, 122).  
 
After looking at the process it is worth looking into how the software calculates the 
worth of all candidates splitting values for each of the inputs. There are several 
methods to calculate the worth of a split that can be instructed to the software. In the 
case of a binary variable, there are two methods suggested by Sarma to measure the 
worth of a split: 
1. The degree of separation (measured by the p-value of the Pearson’s Chi-Square 
test) 
2. The impurity reduction (measured by Entropy reduction or Gini reduction) 
 
4.2.2.1 Entropy 
Entropy is used in order to maximize the impurity reduction for selecting the splits on 
a given explanatory variable and for selecting the best explanatory variable. Entropy 
measures the impurity of a node and is defined as:  
i(p) = ??? ??????????????          (4.6) 
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for binary targets (Sarma 2010). In addition, Sarma states that a larger entropy for a 
node means that the node is more heterogeneous and less pure. - ???????? represents 
the rarity of an event and ?? represents the probability of its occurrence. Zero and one 
are the extreme values of the entropy; zero represents the maximum purity and 1 
represents maximum impurity.  
Moreover, he mentions that when the inputs have different levels, adjusting the p-
values when comparing splits between different inputs need to be considered. He 
states that if a variable has more possible splits, the p-values will be less accurate. 
When the variable is binary, there is one test and consequently no adjustment is 
needed. Knowing that some input variables can have more than one possible split, the 
Bonferroni adjustment property provided by SAS Enterprise Miner is utilized (Sarma 
2010).  
 
4.2.3 Pruning the tree through the validation data 
After growing the maximal tree, the step of pruning the tree takes place. In general, 
there are different ways of pruning a tree that will finally yield the same number of 
leaves. The process of selecting the optimum tree is based on minimizing the 
misclassification rate since the target variable is a binary variable.  
Misclassification rate= 1- validation accuracy (Sarma 2010).    (4.7) 
Every time a good borrower is classified by the tree as a good borrower a one unit of 
accuracy is gained. Also, every time a bad borrower is classified as bad, then one unit 
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of accuracy is gained. Every node will be classified as good borrowers or non-good 
borrowers based on the posterior probabilities calculated from the training data set 
and the profit matrix in table 4.2.  
Table 4.2: Profit matrix 
Accuracy 
Target Decision 
 Good borrowers Non-good borrowers 
Good borrowers 1 0 
Non-good 
borrowers 0 1 
 
Therefore, the validation data set is used to calculate the accuracy of the different 
sub-trees using the rules and partitioning definitions derived from the training data set 
(Sarma 2010). After that, the misclassification rate of every sub-tree is calculated. 
Consequently, the tree that yields the lowest misclassification rate is the optimal or 
right-sized tree.  
Throughout the process of growing a decision tree, it is worth remembering that 
model under-fitting occurs when the size of the tree is small and is signaled by high 
error rates of the training data and test data (Tan, Steinbach and Kumar 2006). Tan, 
Steinbach and Kumar attributed under-fitting to the fact that the algorithm still has “to 
learn the true structure of the data” (2006, 174). When the tree gets larger, the test 
error rate increases and the training error rate decreases which signals model over-
fitting. 
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4.2.4 Advantages and weaknesses of decision trees 
Decision trees have several advantages when compared to regression models. 
According to Refaat (2007) the tree model does not provide evidence of causality but 
provides an explanation on how it determined the estimated probability. It can handle 
all types of variables; and collinearity does not affect the performance of the tree 
model. 
The advantages of decision trees can be summarized as follows (Shmueli, Patel and 
Bruce 2010): 
1. They are good for classification and prediction 
2. They are useful for variable selection 
3. They do not require transformation of the variables 
4. They are robust to outliers 
5. They use nonlinear and non-parametric relationship between the predictors and 
target variable which allow a wide range of relationships 
6. They are useful when classes can be divided through vertical and horizontal 
splitting of the predictor space 
7. They can handle missing values 
8. They generate transparent rules useful in managerial applications  
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The weaknesses of decision trees can be summarized as follows (Shmueli, Patel and 
Bruce 2010): 
1. They are sensitive to changes in the data 
2. The splits are done on single predictors rather than on combinations of predictors 
3. They have a lower performance when the best split of the predictor space is 
diagonal 
4. They require a large data set  
 
In this study, the software is instructed to select the tree that minimizes the number of 
misclassifications. In addition, the threshold p-value for the worth of a candidate 
splitting rule used is set to 0.05 significance level. This means that “if at any node, 
none of the inputs has a split with logworth higher than or equal to the threshold, then 
the node is not partitioned further” (Sarma 2010, 130). For the 0.05 significance level 
used the corresponding threshold logworth is –log10(0.05) = 1.30. The inputs are 
allowed to be used more than once. A binary split is used to split every node and the 
maximum depth of the tree is set to 9. The leaf size which specifies the minimum 
number of training observations that a leaf can have at least 20 observations; 
otherwise the split is not conducted. The split size is set to 50; this means that if a 
node has less than 50 training observations, it is not considered to be split. I have set 
the split adjustment to “NO” as a way to control the growth of the tree (Sarma 2010). 
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4.3 Neural networks  
4.3.1 Overview 
Starting in the late 1980s, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, especially machine 
learning techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) or simply neural 
networks have been successfully applied to bankruptcy prediction. They can be used 
for descriptive and predictive data mining. Neural networks try to mimic the human 
brain through the assortment of simple computational elements (neurons) in a highly 
interrelated system. “A neural network model can be thought of as a complex 
nonlinear model where the tasks of variable transformation, composite variable 
creation, and model estimation (estimation of weights) are done simultaneously in 
such a way that a specified error function is minimized” (Sarma 2010, 171). In the 
rest of the description of the neural network, I will continue to use information on a 
general example of a neural network with L hidden layers and an output layer. The 
description, sequence of explanation and equations are based on the work of Sarma 
(2010, 172-230). 
A neural network is represented by an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and the 
last layer is named the output or target layer. Every layer gets inputs from the 
previous layer. Every hidden unit in the hidden layer performs calculations to 
combine inputs and to make a mathematical transformation on the combined values. 
Hidden layer combination functions refer to the functions used in the hidden units of 
the hidden layers to combine the inputs. In addition, hidden layer activation functions 
are the functions used to transform the combined values in the hidden units. The 
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output layer also contains units that use target layer combination functions and target 
layer activation functions to perform both combination and activation operations, 
respectively. In this case, and because the dependent variable is a binary variable, 
logistic is the target layer activation function chosen. The choice of this activation 
function ensures that the outcomes of the target layer are the probabilities of default 
and no default.  
 
4.3.2 Description of a neural network model 
In this part, assume we have a data set of n observations, p explanatory variables xi1, 
xi2, …, xip for the ith note observation. The input layer consists of an one input unit for 
each input and p inputs in this example. It optionally standardizes the inputs. The 
input layer transfers the input values of each note observation to the units of the 
hidden layer. The units in the hidden layer produce intermediate outputs, Hikj. Hikj 
refers to the output of the jth unit in the kth hidden layer for the ith observation in the 
data set. The intermediate outputs are passed to the next hidden layer, and so on. The 
outputs of the last hidden layer are transferred to the last layer in the network, the 
output layer. The output produced by the output layer is the predicted value of the 
probability of default (and no default) in this case. Figure 4.2 provides an illustration 
of a neural network with L = two hidden layers. 
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Figure 4.2: A neural network with two hidden layers 
 
Illustration 4.2 shows an input layer with p inputs, two hidden layers with three 
hidden units. Each hidden unit produces an intermediate output ηikj. For example, 
ηi11.= w011 + w111xi1 + w211xi2 + …+ wp11xip     (4.8) 
represents a weighted sum of the inputs for the ith record for the first unit in the first 
hidden layer where wi11, w211, …, wp11 are the weights estimated by the iterative 
algorithm. The iterative algorithm of the software is instructed and the weights 
estimation process is described in the following section 4.3.4. The weighted sum of 
the inputs represents the combination function. In this case, the combination function 
is linear but it does not have to be and the software provides several options. After the 
combination function, a nonlinear transformation of the weighted sum of the inputs 
yields the output from unit 1 as: 
???? ? ?????????? ? ?
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
      (4.9) 
H11 
H12 
H13 
H21 
H22 
H23 
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This transformation will map the values of ????into a narrow range from -1 to +1 
since it may have ranged from - ∞ to + ∞. This transformation is a hyperbolic tangent 
activation function. A variety of activation functions are provided by the software and 
include: arc tangent, Elliot, hyperbolic tangent, logistic, and others…those named 
here provide values between -1 and 1 or between 0 and 1 for logistic.  
In order to be brief and explain the other steps, a summary of the elements is provided 
as the process is similar at every unit of every layer except that there are different sets 
of weights and bias. For example:  
- wmjk is the weight of the mth input in the jth unit of the kth hidden layer for 
observation i,  
- ηikj.is the weighted sum calculated by the jth unit of the kth hidden layer for 
observation i, and 
- Hikj.is the output calculated by the jth unit of the kth hidden layer for observation i.  
 
4.3.3 The output layer 
The description of the output layer provided is based on the work of Sarma (2010). 
This is the last layer of the neural network and is responsible of providing the 
predicted probability of default and no default. It uses two units as there are two 
levels for the categorical dependent variable (default and no default). The inputs of 
this layer are the intermediate outputs Hikj, calculated by the last hidden layer. Those 
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inputs are considered synthetic variables calculated from the original inputs. They are 
used to build the predictive equation of the target. In this case there are two output 
units. For every output unit, a linear combination function is defined and an activation 
function is specified in order to elaborate the predictive equation. The first unit will 
provide the probability of default and the second unit provides the probability of no 
default. An example of a linear combination of the linear predictor in the case of a 
two hidden layer neural network (three layers neural network) can be written as 
follows: 
ηi31.= w031 + w131Hi21 + w231Hi22 + w331Hi23     (4.10) 
The activation function of the output layer transforms the information from the 
combination function above in order to provide the final target values. The activation 
function used in this case is a logistic activation function where the ith note 
probability of default is: 
?? ?
???? ?????
??????? ?????
          (4.11) 
This probability can be written after making the right substitution from the equations 
mentioned in this section as an explicit nonlinear function of the weights and initial 
inputs.  
In this section, the neural network described is called a multilayer perceptron MLP. 
An MLP is a neural “network that uses linear combination functions and sigmoid 
activation functions in the hidden layers” (Sarma 2010, 180). There are two main 
types of neural networks: 
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1. The multi-layer perceptron (the perceptron maps an input to an output) 
2. The generalized linear model (the standard generalized linear model) (Cerrito 
2006, 253) 
 
4.3.4 How are the weights estimated in every unit? 
According to Sarma (2010), “the weights are estimated iteratively using the training 
data set in such a way that the error function specified by the user is minimized” 
(180). Additionally, he mentions that generally the optimum ways are found in two 
steps and provides an example with the Bernoulli error function which will also be 
used in this study since the target variable is binary as well. 
 
Step 1: Finding the error minimizing weights from the training data set 
 
In this step, an iterative procedure is used to identify a set of weights that minimize 
the following Bernoulli error function (which is equivalent to maximizing the 
likelihood function): 
? ? ??? ?????
???? ??
??
? ?? ? ?????
?????? ??
????
?????      (4.12) 
where 
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Π: is the estimated probability of default which is function of the vector of weights, 
W, and the vector of inputs for the ith note, Xi, 
??? = 0 if the i
th note did not default and 1 if default took place. 
In this case n represents the number of observations in the training data set. The 
iteration process starts with an initial set of weights and then the error function is 
calculated. The following steps proceed by modifying the weights by a small amount 
to minimize the error function. This process will stop when the error cannot be 
minimized anymore or the number of iterations instructed to the software has been 
attained. In this case, the software has been instructed to conduct 100 iterations. From 
the different sets of weights, one set is selected using the validation data set as 
described in the second step. 
Step 2: Finding the optimum weights from the validation data set 
In this step, the model selection criterion is set to misclassification. This means that 
the model selected using the validation data set is the one that has the smallest 
misclassification rate. Consequently, the corresponding set of weights represents the 
optimum weights. 
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4.3.5 Advantages and weaknesses of neural networks 
Neural networks generally outperform other methods due to their complex structure 
and their insensitivity to outliers (Refaat 2007). The advantages and weaknesses 
mentioned in this section are based on the work of Shmueli, Patel and Bruce (2010). 
The advantages can be summarized as follows: 
1. Good predictive performance 
2. High tolerance to noisy data 
3. High capacity to capture complicated and highly nonlinear relationships 
between the input variables and the dependent variable 
 
The weaknesses can be summarized as follows: 
1. The structure of the relationship is not so transparent and neural networks 
have been known for being black boxes 
2. The predictability of the network outside the range of the original data set can 
be invalid 
3. Neural networks require the use of a variable selection mechanism prior to 
using the original input 
4. Neural networks do not perform properly when the training data set is small 
5. Neural networks require a longer time period to run than other classifiers 
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In this study, the software has been instructed to build an auto neural network based 
on the work of Sarma (2010, 182) with slight changes: 
1. One hidden layer and the number of neurons will increase until the software 
reaches the model that does not overfit the data and that yields the lowest 
misclassification rate calculated from the validation data set. 
2. Hyperbolic tangent activation functions for the hidden units 
3. Logistic activation functions for the output units 
4. The Bernoulli error function 
5. The model assessment criteria is Misclassification. 
The general guideline suggested by Nisbet, Elder and Miner (2009) “is to use more 
nodes when you have a lot of cases to use for training and use fewer nodes with fewer 
cases” (253). More guidelines suggest: 
1. Increasing the number of processing nodes in the middle layer when the 
relationship between the predictor variable and the target variable is complex.  
2. When the pattern of the response variable is highly nonlinear, there will be a 
necessity of one or two middle layers 
The number of processing nodes in the middle layer shall be between 1/5 and 1/10 of 
the cases in the training data set to avoid the increase in the likelihood of overtraining 
and to guarantee the capturing of the nonlinear patterns in the data, respectively 
(Nisbet, Elder and Miner 2009, 281). Practically, using one hidden layer is sufficient 
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(Bigus 1996, 92). This statement seems to still be valid as it has been noted that “one 
hidden layer is sufficient for most practical applications” (Refaat 2007, 24). 
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Chapter 5: Results and evaluation of the predictive models 
5.1 Overall Fit 
The detection of an over-fitted model is noticed when considerable 
deterioration/differences appear during the comparison of the misclassification rate of 
the training and validation data sets. This is the case for each of the three methods - 
logistic regression, decision tree, but mainly for neural networks. As mentioned in 
section 3.3, the role of the training data set (50% of the data) is to train (develop) the 
model; 30% of the data is used to validate (tune) the model (validation data set); and 
the rest 20% are used to test the final model (test data set). This partitioning of the 
data is applied to the data sets before running any model.  
The target is to get the model that best fits the data while using the lowest number of 
parameters. Agresti (2007) argues that models do not accurately characterize the true 
relationship between the attributes and the probability. He states that a model will 
perform well “if it approximates the true probabilities reasonably well” (Agresti 2007, 
108).  
For example, the lift chart for the training data gives a sense of the accuracy of the 
classification done by the model (Shmueli, Patel and Bruce 2007). Therefore, 
Shmueli, Patel and Bruce state that if the model fits the data properly, it will classify 
the present data accurately in their actual classes. But the comparison of the different 
models is done with the test data set, because testing the models’ performance on the 
test set “provides an unbiased estimate of its generalization error” (Tan, Steinbach 
and Kumar 2006, 186). In this study the decision predictions are of interest and 
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consequently model fit can be judged by the misclassification rate statistic for the 
three methods. 
 
5.2 Results of the logistic regression models for the different data sets 
Table 5.1 describes the results of the logistic regression model for the 2006 (1) data 
set This data set excludes those variables that had missing values for the loans 
refinanced and matured in 2006. It is divided into two sections: Analysis of Effects 
and the Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates. The Analysis of Effects section 
provides a general idea of the variables and terms (interaction of variables) in the 
model with the corresponding degrees of freedom. For example the categorical 
variable “Loan_No_Customer” has three degrees of freedom and consequently will 
be represented by three variables in the Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
section. 
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Table 5.1: Logistic regression results for the 2006 (1) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects 
  
Effect DF 
Wald Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 5 32.6421 <.0001 
Loan_No__Customer 3 14.1412 0.0027 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR_Overall_ 
Risk_Rating_Score 5 11.0488 0.0504 
            
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
  
Parameter DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
Intercept     1 -0.7867 0.2152 13.37 0.0003 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0   1 -1.0273 0.943 1.19 0.276 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.2   1 -1.2859 0.569 5.11 0.0238 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.4   1 -1.1235 0.8515 1.74 0.187 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.6   1 -0.059 0.4247 0.02 0.8896 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.8   1 1.2927 0.3927 10.84 0.001 
Loan_No__Customer 0   1 -0.5636 0.3482 2.62 0.1056 
Loan_No__Customer 0.33   1 -0.693 0.3235 4.59 0.0322 
Loan_No__Customer 0.66   1 1.1134 0.313 12.66 0.0004 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0 1 -1.5566 0.9208 2.86 0.0909 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.2 1 0.2125 0.5687 0.14 0.7086 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.4 1 0.1043 0.8746 0.01 0.905 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.6 1 1.2852 0.4136 9.65 0.0019 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.8 1 -0.1557 0.3634 0.18 0.6683 
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The statistical significance (characterized by a Pr>ChiSq greater than 0.05) in the 
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates range from 0.0003 (highly significant) to 
0.8896 (highly insignificant). The results suggest that certain variables can be 
eliminated without changing the proficiency of the model. The intercept estimate is 
equal to -0.7867 and is significant in the calculation of the probability of default as it 
has a Pr>ChiSq = 0.003. The parameters estimates for the 
“FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score” variables are significant in the calculation of 
the probability of default for the categories (0.2 and 0.8) and insignificant for the 
other categories (0, 0.4 and 0.6).  
In those results, the customers with 1 loan / customer (Loan_No_Customer category 
0) is not significant in predicting default. Besides, the variables that reflect more than 
1 loan / customer (category 0.33 and category 0.66) are significant. This will lead us 
to enlighten the importance of the act of contamination in defaulting on several loans 
when the borrower has more than one loan. 
The parameters estimates “Commit_Type_CD(category 0) *FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score” are not significant in the calculation of the probability of default 
except for the interactive term “Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_ 
Risk_Rating_Score(category 0.6) which has an estimate of 1.2852 and a Pr>ChiSq = 
0.0019.  
A similar description of the results applies to the results of the estimated models 
elaborated from the different data sets. 
Table 5.2 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2006 – 
2010 (11) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
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defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values (section 3.3). 
Table 5.2: Logistic regression results for the 2006 - 2010 (11) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects 
  
Effect DF 
Wald Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_BS_or__IE
_Financial_Type_Des 2 22.9297 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR_Overal
l_Risk_Rating_Score 10 205.5414 <.0001 
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
  
Parameter DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
            
Intercept 1 -2.5602 0.141 329.79 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
BS_or__IE_Financial_ 
Type_Des 0 0 1 0.6802 0.1792 14.42 0.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
BS_or__IE_Financial_ 
Type_Des 0.5 0 1 -0.2008 0.1525 1.73 0.1878 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0 0 1 -1.1811 0.3379 12.21 0.0005 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0 0.2 1 -0.7672 0.3326 5.32 0.0211 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0 0.4 1 -1.0105 0.3424 8.71 0.0032 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0 0.6 1 0.4454 0.2433 3.35 0.0671 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0 0.8 1 1.4089 0.2484 32.17 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating
_Score 0.5 0 1 -1.3046 0.3367 15.01 0.0001 
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Table 5.2: (Continued) 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.5 0.2 1 -0.8885 0.3121 8.11 0.0044 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.5 0.4 1 -0.6733 0.274 6.04 0.014 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.5 0.6 1 -0.6305 0.3128 4.06 0.0438 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_
RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.5 0.8 1 1.039 0.2343 19.66 <.0001 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0005 (highly significant) to 0.1878 
(insignificant). The results suggest that few terms (Commit_Type_CD (category 
0.5)*FIN_BS_or__IE_Financial_Type_Des (category 0), and Commit_Type_CD 
(category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 0.6)) can be eliminated 
without changing the proficiency of the model.  
Table 5.3 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2006 – 
2010 (12) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It represents customers who have more 
than one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values (section 3.3). 
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Table 5.3: Logistic regression results for the 2006 - 2010 (12) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects 
  
Effect   DF 
Wald Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
          
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR   1 30.5331 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR   1 25.3696 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR   1 3.8983 0.0483 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score   5 213.6474 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des   2 16.626 0.0002 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX   2 6.7121 0.0349 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*FIN_
BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per   1 20.5821 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*FIN_ 
IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR   1 21.746 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*FIN_ 
IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_CUR   1 22.1159 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_
Working_Capital_CUR   1 9.3409 0.0022 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_IE_
Govt_Payment_Income_CUR   1 7.8796 0.005 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR*FIN
_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR   1 24.4913 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR*FIN
_IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_CUR   1 4.7673 0.029 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR*FIN
_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT   1 19.247 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_CUR* 
Length_of_the_loan   1 65.153 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR* 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio   1 3.7105 0.0541 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio*Farm_Debt_to_
Asset_Ratio   1 3.7321 0.0534 
Length_of_the_loan*Length_of_the_loan   1 26.6632 <.0001 
Length_of_the_loan*NB_Net_Commitment
_Amt_CUR   1 7.2601 0.0071 
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Table 5.3: (Continued) 
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
  
Parameter DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
  
           
Intercept   1 7.2486 1.2176 35.44 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 -25.0352 4.5307 30.53 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp
_CUR     1 22.1501 4.3976 25.37 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income
_CUR     1 -2.9816 1.5101 3.9 0.0483 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0   1 -1.0264 0.2134 23.14 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.2   1 -0.4577 0.1311 12.19 0.0005 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.4   1 -0.7234 0.1025 49.85 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.6   1 -0.1151 0.0904 1.62 0.2028 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.8   1 0.7562 0.094 64.72 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_BS_or_
_IE_Financial_Type_Des 0 0 1 0.3907 0.1372 8.11 0.0044 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_BS_or_
_IE_Financial_Type_Des 0.5 0 1 -0.1969 0.0779 6.4 0.0114 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_IE_ 
Income_Method_Desc_TX 0 0 1 -0.114 0.1463 0.61 0.4357 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_IE_ 
Income_Method_Desc_TX 0.5 0 1 -0.2536 0.0979 6.71 0.0096 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous
_Per*FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per     1 -7.3798 1.6267 20.58 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous
_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation
_Exp_CUR     1 8.9922 1.9283 21.75 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous
_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax
_Exp_CUR     1 9.7244 2.0678 22.12 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR
*FIN_BS_Working_Capital_ 
CUR     1 13.5376 4.4294 9.34 0.0022 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR
*FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_ 
Income_CUR     1 7.607 2.7099 7.88 0.005 
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Table 5.3: (Continued) 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp
_CUR*FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Depreciation_Exp_CUR     1 -5.5614 1.1238 24.49 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp
_CUR*FIN_IE_Avg_Income_ 
Tax_Exp_CUR     1 -5.425 2.4846 4.77 0.029 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp
_CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_ 
Assets_PCT     1 -61.8509 14.0982 19.25 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp
_CUR*Length_of_the_loan     1 -22.3576 2.7699 65.15 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income
_CUR*Farm_Debt_to_Asset_ 
Ratio     1 -2.5969 1.3482 3.71 0.0541 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio* 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio     1 0.6326 0.3275 3.73 0.0534 
Length_of_the_loan*Length_of_
the_loan     1 6.5895 1.2761 26.66 <.0001 
Length_of_the_loan*NB_Net_ 
Commitment_Amt_CUR     1 3.3801 1.2545 7.26 0.0071 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0001 (highly significant) to 0.4357 
(insignificant). The results suggest that few inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model.  
Table 5.4 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2006 – 
2010 (21) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2006 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes any customer that has missing observations (section 3.3). 
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Table 5.4: Logistic regression results for the 2006 - 2010 (21) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects   
              
Effect     DF Wald Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq   
Commit_Type_CD     2 0.513 0.7738   
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score     10 77.7342 <.0001   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previ
ous_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_Depre
ciation_Exp_CUR*FIN_IE_
Govt_Payment_Income_CUR     1 6.3604 0.0117   
                
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 -1.3814 0.4852 8.11 0.0044 
Commit_Type_CD 0   1 -0.4359 0.6208 0.49 0.4826 
Commit_Type_CD 0.5   1 -3.0294 19.7219 0.02 0.8779 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0 0 1 -2.4255 0.932 6.77 0.0093 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0 0.2 1 -2.966 1.3625 4.74 0.0295 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0 0.4 1 -0.5347 0.5892 0.82 0.3641 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0 0.6 1 1.0552 0.5071 4.33 0.0375 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0 0.8 1 2.1108 0.5106 17.09 <.0001 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0.5 0 1 0.1039 19.7339 0 0.9958 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0.5 0.2 1 -9.685 98.5778 0.01 0.9217 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0.5 0.4 1 1.402 19.7197 0.01 0.9433 
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Table 5.4: (Continued) 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0.5 0.6 1 1.1532 19.7213 0 0.9534 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score 0.5 0.8 1 2.7499 19.7189 0.02 0.8891 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_
Depreciation_Exp_CUR* 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_ 
Income_CUR     1 4.8739 1.9326 6.36 0.0117 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0044 (highly significant) to 0.9958 
(highly insignificant). The results suggest that several of the inputs in this model are 
insignificant, but the significant variables are very important and of a value in 
predicting default. Also, it is worth noting that the significant terms are interactive 
variables. 
Table 5.5 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2006 – 
2010 (22) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values (section 3.3). 
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Table 5.5: Logistic regression results for the 2006 - 2010 (22) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects   
              
Effect     DF 
Wald Chi-
Square Pr > ChiSq   
              
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_
CUR     1 8.2223 0.0041   
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score     5 72.0254 <.0001   
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD     3 15.011 0.0018   
NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_ 
TX     3 49.6294 <.0001   
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX     3 7.6022 0.055   
Score_Data     1 17.8747 <.0001   
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score*Loan_No__Customer     10 22.3731 0.0133   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR
*FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp
_CUR     1 4.5389 0.0331   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR
*Score_Data     1 38.6269 <.0001   
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_Living_ 
Exp_CUR*FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CU     1 30.9531 <.0001   
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio* 
Length_of_the_loan     1 15.7775 <.0001   
              
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 -1.5176 12.376 0.02 0.9024 
FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Depreciation_Exp_CUR     1 -4.9055 1.7107 8.22 0.0041 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0   1 -1.5383 0.4883 9.92 0.0016 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.2   1 -1.148 0.3472 10.93 0.0009 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.4   1 -0.2087 0.1999 1.09 0.2965 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.6   1 0.3871 0.1945 3.96 0.0466 
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Table 5.5: (Continued) 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.8   1 1.2095 0.1952 38.41 <.0001 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_ 
Type_CD 0   1 0.5364 0.1395 14.79 0.0001 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_ 
Type_CD 0.33   1 0.2757 0.1498 3.38 0.0658 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_ 
Type_CD 0.66   1 0.1115 0.1963 0.32 0.5701 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0   1 2.7415 12.37 0.05 0.8246 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.33   1 2.5564 12.3731 0.04 0.8363 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.66   1 -7.1723 37.1081 0.04 0.8467 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX 0   1 -0.1789 0.3472 0.27 0.6063 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX 0.33   1 -0.5403 0.2397 5.08 0.0242 
NB_RR_Obj_Value_TX 0.66   1 0.3024 0.2565 1.39 0.2385 
Score_Data     1 7.0186 1.6601 17.87 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0 0 1 1.289 0.4263 9.14 0.0025 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0 0.5 1 0.5145 0.461 1.25 0.2643 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.2 0 1 -0.4212 0.3736 1.27 0.2596 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.2 0.5 1 -0.4556 0.4116 1.23 0.2683 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.4 0 1 0.1934 0.1967 0.97 0.3255 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.4 0.5 1 -0.3038 0.2345 1.68 0.1951 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.6 0 1 -0.2768 0.1586 3.05 0.081 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.6 0.5 1 0.1512 0.1556 0.94 0.3312 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.8 0 1 -0.2121 0.159 1.78 0.1822 
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Table 5.5: (Continued) 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.8 0.5 1 0.0841 0.157 0.29 0.5923 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_IE_
Avg_Depreciation_Exp_
CUR     1 8.0669 3.7865 4.54 0.0331 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*Score_ 
Data     1 -22.4266 3.6084 38.63 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_ 
Living_Exp_CUR*FIN_
IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CU     1 5.3483 0.9613 30.95 <.0001 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_ 
Ratio*Length_of_the_ 
loan     1 -5.2285 1.3163 15.78 <.0001 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0001 (highly significant) to 0.902 
(insignificant). The results suggest that few inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model. Also, it is worth noting that the payment 
frequency (monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually) is insignificant in predicting 
default. 
Table 5.6 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2007 – 
2010 (11) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values. 
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Table 5.6: Logistic regression results for the 2007 - 2010 (11) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects   
              
Effect     DF 
Wald 
Chi-
Square Pr > ChiSq   
              
Commit_Type_CD     2 4.43 0.1092   
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR
_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score     10 124.5847 <.0001   
FIN_IE_Income_Method_ 
Desc_TX*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX     3 9.8291 0.0201   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_ 
CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_
Assets_PCT     1 14.0805 0.0002   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_ 
CUR*FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_ 
Working_Capital_CUR     1 14.2432 0.0002   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_ 
CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_
Assets_PCT*FIN_RA_ 
Return_On_Assets_PCT     1 5.4468 0.0196   
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CU*FIN_IE_
Govt_Payment_Income_CUR
*Length_of_the_loan     1 5.2306 0.0222   
              
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 -0.8831 32.1175 0 0.9781 
Commit_Type_CD 0   1 3.4104 32.0968 0.01 0.9154 
Commit_Type_CD 0.5   1 2.8762 32.0967 0.01 0.9286 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0 1 -1.0581 0.3372 9.85 0.0017 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.2 1 -1.0224 0.4051 6.37 0.0116 
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Table 5.6: (Continued) 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.4 1 -0.6508 0.3112 4.37 0.0365 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.6 1 0.6294 0.2396 6.9 0.0086 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0 0.8 1 0.9652 0.2787 12 0.0005 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.5 0 1 -1.1996 0.4451 7.26 0.007 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.5 0.2 1 -0.9981 0.4038 6.11 0.0135 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.5 0.4 1 -0.52 0.3023 2.96 0.0853 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.5 0.6 1 -0.7393 0.3529 4.39 0.0362 
Commit_Type_CD*FIN
_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.5 0.8 1 1.0059 0.2693 13.95 0.0002 
FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX*NB_
Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0 0 1 -0.0985 0.2273 0.19 0.6647 
FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX*NB_
Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0 0.33 1 -0.6635 0.5972 1.23 0.2666 
FIN_IE_Income_ 
Method_Desc_TX*NB_
Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0 0.66 1 1.4798 0.694 4.55 0.033 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_
Return_On_Assets_PCT     1 -48.4598 12.9144 14.08 0.0002 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_
Working_Capital_CUR*
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR     1 7.2173 1.9124 14.24 0.0002 
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Table 5.6: (Continued) 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_
Return_On_Assets_PCT
*FIN_RA_Return_On_
Assets_PCT     1 37.4536 16.0481 5.45 0.0196 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_ 
Operating_Exp_CU*FI
N_IE_Govt_Payment_ 
Income_CUR*Length_ 
of_the_loan     1 3.8272 1.6734 5.23 0.0222 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0002 (highly significant) to 0.9781 
(insignificant). The results suggest that few inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model. Also, it is worth noting that the significant 
terms are interactive variables. 
Table 5.7 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2007 – 
2010 (12) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents customers who have more 
than one loan (section 3.3). 
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Table 5.7: Logistic regression results for the 2007 - 2010 (12) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects   
              
Effect     DF 
Wald Chi-
Square Pr > ChiSq   
              
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 45.6905 <.0001   
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score     5 109.2196 <.0001   
NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_TX     3 43.4023 <.0001   
FIN_BS_or__IE_Financial_Type_ 
Des*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_ 
Score     5 16.5484 0.0054   
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score*
Loan_No__Customer     10 17.9592 0.0557   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per     1 48.0045 <.0001   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 5.547 0.0185   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_ 
CU     1 24.6446 <.0001   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_CUR     1 2.491 0.1145   
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity_PCT     1 5.6084 0.0179   
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN
_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 20.5795 <.0001   
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_CUR
*Length_of_the_loan     1 22.8931 <.0001   
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_Exp_CUR* 
Length_of_the_loan     1 4.8113 0.0283   
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR
*FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio_ 
VAL     1 11.1892 0.0008   
FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio_VAL
*FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio_ 
VAL     1 14.4224 0.0001   
Length_of_the_loan*Length_of_the_ 
loan     1 34.1521 <.0001   
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Table 5.7: (Continued) 
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 5.3988 1.1266 22.97 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR     1 -24.4203 3.6127 45.69 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0   1 -1.8723 0.3247 33.26 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.2   1 -0.655 0.2012 10.59 0.0011 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.4   1 -0.5013 0.1699 8.71 0.0032 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.6   1 0.4946 0.1327 13.89 0.0002 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0.8   1 1.1334 0.1565 52.42 <.0001 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0   1 0.3991 0.2908 1.88 0.17 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 
0.3
3   1 0.4022 0.359 1.26 0.2626 
NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 
0.6
6   1 -0.5936 0.8303 0.51 0.4747 
FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des* 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0 0 1 0.107 0.2667 0.16 0.6882 
FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des* 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0 0.2 1 -0.4822 0.1859 6.73 0.0095 
FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des* 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0 0.4 1 -0.0497 0.163 0.09 0.7604 
FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des* 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0 0.6 1 -0.1109 0.117 0.9 0.3433 
FIN_BS_or__IE_ 
Financial_Type_Des* 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score 0 0.8 1 -0.1313 0.1434 0.84 0.36 
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Table 5.7: (Continued) 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0 0 1 0.6984 0.2548 7.51 0.0061 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0 0.5 1 0.4875 0.2877 2.87 0.0902 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.2 0 1 -0.1939 0.2135 0.82 0.3638 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.2 0.5 1 -0.4759 0.2695 3.12 0.0774 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.4 0 1 -0.1659 0.1477 1.26 0.2613 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.4 0.5 1 0.0323 0.1609 0.04 0.841 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.6 0 1 -0.0611 0.1093 0.31 0.5761 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.6 0.5 1 0.0449 0.116 0.15 0.6989 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.8 0 1 -0.1529 0.1244 1.51 0.2191 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_
Rating_Score*Loan_No
__Customer 0.8 0.5 1 -0.0622 0.1263 0.24 0.6223 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_
Previous_Per*FIN_BS_
Total_Assets_Previous_
Per     1 -8.0118 1.1563 48 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_
Previous_Per*FIN_BS_
Working_Capital_CUR     1 4.773 2.0266 5.55 0.0185 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_
Previous_Per*FIN_IE_
Avg_Farm_Operating_ 
Exp_CU     1 4.7239 0.9516 24.64 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_
Previous_Per*FIN_IE_
Avg_Income_Tax_Exp_
CUR     1 2.3204 1.4702 2.49 0.1145 
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Table 5.7: (Continued) 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_
Previous_Per*FIN_RA_
Owner_Equity_PCT     1 2.7527 1.1624 5.61 0.0179 
FIN_BS_Working_ 
Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_
Working_Capital_CUR     1 14.4093 3.1763 20.58 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Income_ 
Tax_Exp_CUR*Length_
of_the_loan     1 -13.9402 2.9135 22.89 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_
Exp_CUR*Length_of_ 
the_loan     1 -4.4021 2.0069 4.81 0.0283 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_
Income_CUR*FIN_RA_
Debt_Coverage_Ratio_
VAL     1 -1.8193 0.5439 11.19 0.0008 
FIN_RA_Debt_ 
Coverage_Ratio_VAL*
FIN_RA_Debt_ 
Coverage_Ratio_VAL     1 3.1608 0.8323 14.42 0.0001 
Length_of_the_loan* 
Length_of_the_loan     1 7.1053 1.2158 34.15 <.0001 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0001 (highly significant) to 0.841 
(insignificant). The results suggest that some inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model. Also, it is worth noting that the payment 
frequency (monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually) is insignificant in predicting 
default. In addition, several interactive variables are significant in predicting the 
probability of default. 
Table 5.8 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2007 – 
2010 (21) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes any customer that has missing observations (section 3.3). 
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Table 5.8: Logistic regression results for the 2007 - 2010 (21) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects   
              
Effect     DF Wald Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq   
              
Commit_Type_CD     2 12.4335 0.002   
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score     5 73.5745 <.0001   
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD     3 8.7705 0.0325   
Score_Data     1 17.1292 <.0001   
FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio_VA
L*FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio_V
AL     1 5.6859 0.0171   
              
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 -0.2225 1.2402 0.03 0.8576 
Commit_Type_CD 0   1 0.084 0.4935 0.03 0.8648 
Commit_Type_CD 0.5   1 -1.0422 0.4872 4.58 0.0324 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0   1 -1.959 0.8878 4.87 0.0273 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.2   1 -2.3823 0.8699 7.5 0.0062 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.4   1 -0.4578 0.3721 1.51 0.2186 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.6   1 0.1265 0.3638 0.12 0.728 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_
Score 0.8   1 1.194 0.3524 11.48 0.0007 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD 0   1 0.9125 0.3118 8.56 0.0034 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD 0.33   1 0.2431 0.3597 0.46 0.499 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD 0.66   1 -1.2378 0.6334 3.82 0.0507 
Score_Data     1 -4.697 1.1349 17.13 <.0001 
FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage_Ratio
_VAL*FIN_RA_Debt_Coverage
_Ratio_VAL     1 6.1197 2.5664 5.69 0.0171 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0001 (highly significant) to 0.8648 
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 (insignificant). The results suggest that few inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model.  
Table 5.9 below represents the results of the logistic regression method for the 2007 – 
2010 (22) data set. This data set stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or 
defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents customers who have more 
than one loan. It excludes any customer that has missing observations (section 3.3). 
Table 5.9: Logistic regression results for the 2007 - 2010 (22) data set 
Type 3 Analysis of Effects     
                
Effect     DF Wald Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq     
                
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 29.164 <.0001     
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score     5 149.3673 <.0001     
NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_TX     3 12.2582 0.0065     
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type_CD*NB_ 
Payment_Frequency_Desc_TX     9 23.3265 0.0055     
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR* 
Score_Data     1 78.4668 <.0001     
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per* 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per* 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per     1 12.6827 0.0004     
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per* 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR* 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR     1 38.2744 <.0001     
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per* 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_Living_Exp_CUR
*NB_Net_ Commitment_Amt_CUR     1 17.8383 <.0001     
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_Previous_Per* 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_CU
*FIN_RA_ Owner_Equity_PCT     1 8.0133 0.0046     
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR*
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_Exp_CUR* 
FIN_RA_Owner_ Equity_PCT     1 29.6351 <.0001     
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_Exp_CUR*
FIN_IE_Avg_Term_Int_Exp_CUR* 
NB_Net_ Commitment_Amt_CUR     1 22.231 <.0001     
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Table 5.9: (Continued) 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_Living_Exp_CUR
*FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_ 
CU*Score_Data     1 21.2877 <.0001     
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity_PCT* 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio* 
Farm_Debt_to_Asset_Ratio     1 6.6469 0.0099     
                
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
                
Parameter     DF Estimate 
Standard 
Error 
Chi-
Square 
Pr > 
ChiSq 
                
Intercept     1 6.8125 1.0667 40.79 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_
CUR     1 -12.6705 2.3462 29.16 <.0001 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0   1 -1.4979 0.4603 10.59 0.0011 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.2   1 -0.7845 0.2331 11.32 0.0008 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.4   1 -0.5301 0.1566 11.46 0.0007 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.6   1 -0.0386 0.145 0.07 0.79 
FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_ 
Rating_Score 0.8   1 0.9248 0.1494 38.3 <.0001 
NB_Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0   1 0.3597 0.4018 0.8 0.3706 
NB_Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0.33   1 -3.1088 29.6932 0.01 0.9166 
NB_Payment_Frequency_ 
Desc_TX 0.66   1 3.3428 29.7076 0.01 0.9104 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0 0 1 0.188 0.248 0.57 0.4483 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0 0.33 1 3.9176 29.6937 0.02 0.895 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0 0.66 1 -4.6466 29.6952 0.02 0.8757 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.33 0 1 -0.4897 0.2828 3 0.0833 
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Table 5.9: (Continued) 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.33 0.33 1 4.0472 29.6956 0.02 0.8916 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.33 0.66 1 -4.1536 29.6974 0.02 0.8888 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.66 0 1 0.4622 0.4691 0.97 0.3245 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.66 0.33 1 -3.2431 58.4302 0 0.9557 
Loss_Given_Def_RR_Type
_CD*NB_Payment_ 
Frequency_Desc_TX 0.66 0.66 1 3.1409 58.4326 0 0.9571 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_
CUR*Score_Data     1 -8.7013 0.9823 78.47 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per*FIN_BS_ 
Total_Assets_Previous_Per*
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per     1 -5.7224 1.6068 12.68 0.0004 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per*FIN_BS_ 
Working_Capital_CUR*FIN
_BS_Working_Capital_ 
CUR     1 17.966 2.904 38.27 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_
Family_Living_Exp_CUR*
NB_Net_Commitment_Amt
_CUR     1 -17.1521 4.0611 17.84 <.0001 
FIN_BS_Total_Assets_ 
Previous_Per*FIN_IE_Avg_
Farm_Operating_Exp_CU* 
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity_ 
PCT     1 9.0624 3.2014 8.01 0.0046 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_
Exp_CUR*FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Term_Int_Exp_CUR*FIN_
RA_Owner_ Equity_PCT     1 -17.7004 3.2515 29.64 <.0001 
FIN_IE_Avg_Depreciation_
Exp_CUR*FIN_IE_Avg_ 
Term_Int_Exp_CUR*NB_ 
Net_Commitment_Amt_ 
CUR     1 11.4588 2.4303 22.23 <.0001 
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Table 5.9: (Continued) 
FIN_IE_Avg_Family_ 
Living_Exp_CUR*FIN_IE_
Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_
CU*Score_Data     1 7.4785 1.6209 21.29 <.0001 
FIN_RA_Owner_Equity_ 
PCT*Farm_Debt_to_Asset_
Ratio*Farm_Debt_to_Asset
_Ratio     1 -4.7127 1.8279 6.65 0.0099 
 
The statistical significance measures range from 0.0001 (highly significant) to 0.9571 
 (insignificant). The results suggest that some inputs can be eliminated without 
changing the proficiency of the model. Also, it is worth noting that the payment 
frequency (monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually) is insignificant in predicting 
default when used on its own neither when it is used interactively with other 
variables. 
 
When comparing the results of the different sets between each other, several points 
can be considered: 
1. Several of the variables and terms that are significant in the different 2006 - 2010 
and 2007 – 2010 data sets are not significant in the 2006 (1) data set. This could 
be due to the large difference in the size of the data sets. It could also be due to 
the large difference between the percentages of default for the loans that matured 
before 2007 and those that matured after 2006. It’s worth noting that the prices of 
grain moved to a higher level after 2006 and remained quite the same between 
2007 and 2010. 
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2. The comparison of the results of the sets 2006 – 2010 (11) and 2006 – 2010 (12) 
shows that different terms are significant in every model. This leads to emphasize 
the importance of using different models to assess the probability of default for 
the borrowers who have one loan, and those who have more than one loan. This is 
the case also when comparing the results of the sets 2006 – 2010 (21) and 2006 – 
2010 (22).  Similar observations are noted with the sets 2007 – 2010 (11) and 
2007 – 2010 (12), there are different parameters estimates values for the 
significant variables that are present in the two data sets, and there is also a 
different set of significant variables and terms for the models of the two data sets. 
That is also the case when comparing the significant variables in the 2007 – 2010 
(21) and 2007 – 2010 (22) data sets. As an example, “Commit_Type_CD 
(category 0.5)” is significant in the estimated model for the data set 2007 – 2010 
(21) but it is not included in the estimated model for the 2007 – 2010 (22) data 
set. Also “FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 0)” has an estimate of -
1.959 for the 2007 – 2010 (21) data set and has an estimate of -1.4979 in the 
estimated model for the 2007 – 2010 (22) data set. 
3. The comparison of the results between 2006 -2010 (11) and 2006 -2010 (12) sets 
on one side (data sets that exclude the variables with missing values) with the 
results of 2006 – 2010 (21) and 2006 – 2010 (22) sets (data sets that exclude 
customers with missing observations), respectively shows the need to have 
different models for the borrowers who can provide full information and those 
who cannot. This is due to the fact that not all the terms significant in one set are 
significant in the other. Though, the ones that are significant in both have the 
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same sign but have different estimates. This also applies when comparing the sets 
of 2007 – 2010 (11) and 2007 – 2010 (12) on one side with the 2007 – 2010 (21) 
and 2007 – 2010 (22), respectively. 
 
4. The comparison of the results of the 2006 -2010 (11) with 2007 – 2010 (11), 2006 
– 2010 (12) with 2007 – 2010 (12), 2006 – 2010 (21) with 2007 – 2010 (21), and 
2006 – 2010 (22) with 2007 – 2010 (22) show that there are differences in the 
terms that are significant; some are significant in one set but not in the other 
corresponding set. This means that including the loans that were refinanced in 
2006 and matured in 2006 with the data of the period after 2006 (when the prices 
of grain commodities moved to a higher plateau of prices) affect the significant 
terms that predict default (even though the number of loans that were refinanced 
and that matured in 2006 is 3% the number of loans that matured after 2006). For 
example, the “Commit_Type_CD (category 0.5)” is not significant in the 
estimated model for the 2006 – 2010 (12) data set but is significant in the 
estimated model of the 2007 – 2010 (21) data set. 
 
5.3 Probability of default using logistic regression 
The following example illustrates an application of the logistic regression model for 
the 2007 – 2010 (11) model to calculate the probability of default of a certain 
customer i. See table 5.6 for parameters estimates and their significance. 
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?? ?
?
??????? ???? ??????????
        (5.1) 
α is the intercept and is insignificant at the 5% level in this model. The Beta 
parameters are the estimates of the terms that are significant at the 5% level (Pr > 
ChiSq is less than 0.05) 
This model uses only the following terms (factors) to predict the probability of 
default  
Commit_Type_CD*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score, 
FIN_IE_Income_Method_Desc_TX*NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_TX, 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT, 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_ 
Working_Capital_CUR, 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT*FIN_RA_ 
Return_On_Assets_PCT, 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_CU*FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR* 
Length_of_the_loan 
These are the Beta (β) parameters estimates used in the model: 
β1 = - 1.0581   β8 = -0.7393 
β2 = - 1.0224  β9 = + 1.0059 
β3 = - 0.6508  β10 = + 1.4798 
β4 = + 0.6294  β11 = - 48.4598 
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β5 = + 0.9652  β12 = + 7.2173 
β6 = - 1.1996  β13 = + 37.4536 
β7 = - 0.9981  β14 = + 3.8272 
These are the description of the variables: 
x1 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 
0) 
x2 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 
0.2) 
x3 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 
0.4) 
x4 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 
0.6) 
x5 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 
0.8) 
x6 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0.5)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 
(category 0) 
x7 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0.5)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 
(category 0.2) 
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x8 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0.5)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 
(category 0.6) 
x9 = Commit_Type_CD (category 0.5)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 
(category 0.8) 
x10 = FIN_IE_Income_Method_Desc_TX (category 0) * 
NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_ TX (category 0.66)  
x11 = FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT 
x12=FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_BS_ 
Working_Capital_CUR 
x13=FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR*FIN_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT*FIN_RA_
Return_On_Assets_PCT 
x14=FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_CU*FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR
*Length_of_the_loan 
Consequently, the model can be expressed as: 
???????????????????????????????????? ?
?
??????? ???
 where z = ? ??????????  (5.2) 
For example, table 5.10 below provides data for two customers who have the 
following characteristics: 
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Table 5.10: Example of the normalized data of two customers 
Customer number 1 2 
Commit_Type_CD 0 0 
Overall_Risk_Rating_Score 0 0 
FIN_IE_Income_Method_Desc_TX 0 0 
NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_TX 0 0 
FIN_BS_Working_Capital_CUR 0.484355 0.545435 
FIN_RA_Return_On_Assets_PCT 0.339001 0 
FIN_IE_Avg_Farm_Operating_Exp_CUR 0.039532 0.346847 
FIN_IE_Govt_Payment_Income_CUR 0 0 
Length of the loan 0.508457 0.502985 
Probability of default 0.0022 0.5282 
 
???????????????????????????????????? ?
?
??????? ???
? ??????? where (5.3) 
? ? ??????? ? ??????? ? ?????????? ? ?????????? ? ?????? ? ???????????
???????? ? ?????????? ? ??????????? ? ?????? ? ?????????? ? ??? ? ??????????
 
“-1.0581” is obtained from table 5.6 for the variable x1 = Commit_Type_CD 
(category 0)*FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 0). The 
“Commit_Type_CD” category for the first customer is “0” (this category is shown by 
a “0” in the first column after the variable name in table 5.6). The 
“Overall_Risk_Rating_Score” category for customer 1 is also “0” (this category is 
shown by a “0” in the second column after the variable name in table 5.6).  
The estimates for β2 to β9 are not used to calculate the probability of default for 
customer 1 because customer 1 is characterized by a Commit_Type_CD (category 0) 
and a FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 0). If for instance another 
customer has the same category for “Commit_Type_CD (category 0)” and a different 
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“FIN_RR_Overall_Risk_Rating_Score (category 0.2)”, then β1 and β2 will be used. In 
addition, β10 is used when the customer is characterized by a 
“FIN_IE_Income_Method_Desc_TX” (category 0) and 
“NB_Payment_Frequency_Desc_ TX (category 0.66) (see table 3.1 for explanation of 
the meaning of the category). If the customer doesn’t fall into these categories, then 
β10 is not used. The parameter estimates of β11 β12 β13 β14 are used for all customers. 
A similar application of the data to the model yields the probability of default of the 
second customer. The first customer is characterized by a probability of default 
~0.002 which signals that this is a safe borrower and consequently the loan officer 
could automatically approve the loan. In contrast, the second customer is 
characterized by a probability of default of ~0.52 which could be considered as a high 
probability. Consequently, the customer should then meet with the loan officer to 
further discuss the loan as it is not obvious that the customer is a safe borrower. 
 
5.4 Results of the decision tree models for the different sets 
A decision tree for the set 2006 (1) has not been created because decision trees have 
the disadvantage of requiring a large data set. In order to detect the probability of 
default of a customer using the decision tree, we need to figure in which leaf the 
customer falls. For example, if we use the decision tree grown from the data set 2007 
– 2010 (12), (which means a customer who has borrowed money during the period 
of 2007 – 2010, and the maturity of the loan occurred sometimes in the period 
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between 2007 and 2010, and that customer had missing observations, and that 
customer has more than one loan from the financial institution) and falls in the 
category of an overall risk rating score of 0.2, has a posterior probability of default 
3.7% that is mentioned in the leaf for the overall risk rating score of 0.2 under the 
training data. 
A very convenient way to apply the outcome of the decision trees is as follows: 
every leaf has particular proportions of default and non-default. Those proportions 
can be used to calculate the expected profit as described toward the end of section 
4.2.1. Based on the expected profit, the decision of approving a loan can be taken 
accordingly. The trees for the different data sets are presented below: 
 Figure 5.1: Decision tree for the 2006 - 2010 (11) data set 
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Figure 5.2: Decision tree for the 2006 - 2010 (12) data set (First half) 
 
Figure 5.3: Decision tree for the 2006 - 2010 (12) data set (Second half) 
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 Figure 5.4: Decision tree for the 2006 - 2010 (21) data set 
 
Figure 5.5: Decision tree for the 2006 - 2010 (22) data set 
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Figure 5.6: Decision tree for the 2007 - 2010 (11) data set 
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Figure 5.7: Decision tree for the 2007 - 2010 (12) data set 
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Figure 5.8: Decision tree for the 2007 - 2010 (21) data set 
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Figure 5.9: Decision tree for the 2007 - 2010 (22) data set 
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5.5 Results of the neural networks 
Neural networks are known to be called black boxes or gray boxes. This is mentioned 
to say that the output of the neural networks is not handy for interpretation. That is 
one of the main weaknesses of the method. Table 5.11 shows the misclassification 
rates of the different methods applied. The misclassification rates from the test data 
sets show that neural networks have the lowest misclassification rates for just two of 
the data sets 2006 – 2010 (21) and 2006 – 2010 (22). For those two data sets, 
someone can benefit from the neural network models developed and score a new data 
set. 
Scoring a new data set using the neural network model is the most useful way to 
benefit from the outcome of the neural networks models created when the target 
variable is unknown. The scoring process uses the neural network model developed to 
predict the probability of default of new customers. For example, if we want to 
calculate the probability of default of a list of new customers, we can proceed as 
follows: 
1- Create a new data set that contains all the observations of variables used by the 
neural network model. This new data set is called the scoring data set. 
2- Link the scoring data set to the neural network model created. 
3- Instruct the software to use the neural network model created to score the new 
data set. 
4- The outcome of the scoring process provides the probability of default of every 
customer included in the scoring data set.  
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The probability of default calculated based on the neural network model created will 
then be used by the loan officer. 
 
5.6 Comparative results between the three methods  
To identify the model that best predict default for every data set and to compare the 
results from different models, the misclassification rates calculated from the test data 
set are used. Misclassification rate is equal to 1 - Accuracy. For example, a 
misclassification rate of 0.0705 for the logistic regression model developed from the 
2007 – 2010 (11) data set (table 5.11), means that the accuracy of the predictive 
model is 92.95%. The misclassification rate provides the advantage of ease of 
comparison between the different methods as it provides a number that can used to 
rank the methods. The method with the lowest misclassification rate is considered as 
the best model. Logistic regression is the only method applied to the 2006 (1) set 
because it has a very low number of records. Table 5.11 below provides information 
on the misclassification rate for every model created for every data set. The selected 
model with the lowest misclassification rate for every data set is identified in the 
second column with the letter “Y”. The results show that for five data sets logistic 
regression yields the lowest test misclassification rate. For the other four sets of data, 
the neural networks model yields the lowest misclassification rate for two of them 
and decision trees for the other two. For one of the data sets (2006 – 2010 (12)), 
logistic regression and neural networks yielded the same misclassification rate. By 
parsimony, the model selected is logistic regression. From the results, the three 
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methods are very close. Using the test data sets, no one method really stood out from 
another and it can be concluded that there are benefits from using each method.  
Table 5.11: Comparative results between the different models for the different sets 
of data 
      Test Training Validation 
  
Selected 
Model 
Model 
Node 
Misclassifi-
cation Rate 
Average 
Squared 
Error 
Misclassifi-
cation Rate 
Average 
Squared 
Error 
Misclassifi-
cation Rate 
                
2006 
(1) Y 
Log. 
Reg. 0.2549 0.1346 0.1720 0.1925 0.2583 
                
2006
-
2010 
(11) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.0814 0.0525 0.0634 0.0566 0.0641 
  
Log. 
Reg. 0.0792 0.0588 0.0764 0.0583 0.0760 
Y Tree 0.0736 0.0481 0.0576 0.0539 0.0596 
                
2006
- 
2010 
(12) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.1120 0.0844 0.1076 0.0945 0.1165 
Y 
Log. 
Reg. 0.1120 0.0872 0.1118 0.0932 0.1204 
  Tree 0.1203 0.0826 0.1054 0.0911 0.1102 
                
2006 
- 
2010 
(21)  
Y 
Auto 
Neural 0.0962 0.0708 0.1008 0.0834 0.1031 
  
Log. 
Reg. 0.1115 0.0761 0.1054 0.0881 0.1392 
  Tree 0.1231 0.0601 0.0806 0.0899 0.1108 
                
2006 
- 
2010 
(22) 
Y 
Auto 
Neural 0.1255 0.0967 0.1277 0.0966 0.1290 
  
Log. 
Reg. 0.1327 0.0949 0.1242 0.0980 0.1327 
  Tree 0.1336 0.1006 0.1313 0.1036 0.1333 
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Table 5.11: (Continued) 
2007 
- 
2010 
(11) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.0807 0.0490 0.0588 0.0555 0.0637 
Y 
Log. 
Reg. 0.0705 0.0530 0.0665 0.0597 0.0766 
  Tree 0.0739 0.0497 0.0574 0.0605 0.0668 
                
2007 
- 
2010 
(12) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.1101 0.0861 0.1102 0.0865 0.1054 
  
Log. 
Reg. 0.1089 0.0849 0.1096 0.0876 0.1081 
Y Tree 0.1085 0.0834 0.1054 0.0897 0.1070 
                
2007 
- 
2010 
(21) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.1059 0.0676 0.0916 0.0834 0.1000 
Y 
Log. 
Reg. 0.1020 0.0698 0.1011 0.0806 0.0974 
  Tree 0.1137 0.0710 0.0869 0.0922 0.1079 
                
2007 
- 
2010 
(22) 
  
Auto 
Neural 0.1223 0.0917 0.1174 0.0940 0.1257 
Y 
Log. 
Reg. 0.1198 0.0921 0.1184 0.0954 0.1257 
  Tree 0.1314 0.0986 0.1244 0.1017 0.1285 
 
5.7 The predictive power of the Receiver Operating Characteristic Charts 
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve provides a graphical 
illustration tool to compare the different methods. According to Agresti (2007) a 
ROC curve is a plot of sensitivity as a function of (1-specificity). Along with that, 
he also states that “for a given specificity, better predictive power corresponds to 
higher sensitivity” (Agresti 2007, 143). Specificity refers to the proportion of 
target variables that are predicted as 0 and are really 1.  
???????????? ? ??????????????
??????????????????????
” (Siddiqi 2006, 120).    (5.4)  
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Specificity is shown on the horizontal axis. Besides, sensitivity provides the 
proportion of target variables predicted as 0 and is equal to 0.  
“??????????? ? ? ??????????????
??????????????????????
” (Siddiqi 2006, 120).    (5.5) 
It is represented on the vertical axis. Siddiqi (2006, 120) provides a confusion 
matrix and a business interpretation of the statistical words as follows: 
Table 5.12: “CONFUSION MATRIX” (Siddiqi 2006, 120) 
  Predicted 
  Good Bad 
Actual Good True Positive False Negative 
 Bad False positive True Negative 
 
The words of the matrix can be interpreted as: 
 “False Positive _ Acceptance of bads 
 True Positive _ Acceptance of goods 
 False negative _ Decline goods 
 True Negative _ Decline bads” (Siddiqi 2006, 121). 
The forty five degree diagonal line shown has no predictive power. It assigns 
borrowers at random to the good group and the bad group (Sarma 2010, 194). In 
order to differentiate when assessing different models, the larger the area under 
the curve the better the model is, especially that this area measures the predictive 
accuracy of the model (Sarma 2010, 194). The software used provides a ROC 
curve for the training, validation and test data sets.  
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Figure 5.10: ROC charts for the 2006 (1) data set 
The 2006 (1) set of data does not contain too many records. This could lead to some 
differences in the shape of the ROC curve between the train, validate and test data.  
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Figure 5.11: ROC charts for the 2006 - 2010 (11) data set 
Figure 5.11 above shows that we cannot detect which one of the methods (logistic 
regression, decision tree or neural networks) dominates the others. For this set of data, 
the decision tree has the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.12: ROC charts for the 2006 - 2010 (12) data set 
Figure 5.12 above shows a dominance of the logistic regression model on the neural 
networks and decision tree models. For this set of data logistic regression and neural 
networks yield the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.13: ROC charts for the 2006 - 2010 (21) data set 
Figure 5.13 above shows a dominance of the neural networks model on the logistic 
regression and decision tree models. For this set of data the neural networks model 
yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.14: ROC charts for the 2006 - 2010 (22) data set 
Figure 5.14 above shows a slight dominance of the neural networks model on the 
logistic regression and decision tree models. For this set of data the neural networks 
model yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.15: ROC charts for the 2007 - 2010 (11) data set 
Figure 5.15 above shows a dominance of the neural networks and the logistic 
regression models on the decision tree model. For this set of data logistic regression 
yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.16: ROC charts for the 2007 - 2010 (12) data set 
Figure 5.16 above shows a slight dominance of the neural network model on the 
logistic regression and decision tree models. For this set of data the decision tree 
yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.17: ROC charts for the 2007 - 2010 (21) data set 
Figure 5.17 above shows a dominance of the neural networks and the logistic 
regression models on the decision tree model. For this set of data the logistic 
regression yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Figure 5.18: ROC charts for the 2007 - 2010 (22) data set 
Figure 5.18 above shows a dominance of the neural networks and the logistic 
regression models on the decision tree model. For this set of data the logistic 
regression yields the lowest misclassification rate. 
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Chapter 6: Summary and conclusions 
 
Financial institutions that serve agriculture need to continuously evaluate their models 
and methods to assess the probability of default on loans, especially when assessing the 
probability of default of a new borrower. This research examines the performance of 
three different methods: logistic regression, decision tree and neural networks in 
estimating the probability of default. A comparative examination of these methods was 
conducted based on the misclassification rate of loan default of the portfolio of a large 
agricultural financial lending institution. The results show the presence of slight 
differences between the misclassification rates of the different methods. It was not 
possible to conclude that one method outperformed the others. 
The analysis conducted in this study is one of several ways that the data can be organized 
to estimate the probability of default of a “diversified operations / core standard” loan. 
The results show that the variable representing the number of loans per customer has 
been significant in the estimated models for two data sets one that excludes these 
variables that had missing values for the loans refinanced and matured in 2006 (2006(1)). 
And the data set that represents the loans refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during 
the period of 2006 – 2010. It represents customers who have more than one loan (2006 – 
2010 (22). This illustrates the presence of contamination on defaulting. The 
contamination effect means that if a borrower has more than one loan and the borrower 
defaults on one loan, there is chance that the borrower will default on the other loan(s). 
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The results show also the importance of providing a separate model to estimate the 
probability of default for the loans that were refinanced and that matured in 2006. The 
significant variables are different than the ones for the 2007 – 2010 period. This could be 
due to the increase in grain prices between those two periods.  
The results acknowledge the importance of having different models to estimate the 
probability of default depending on how much information is available from the borrower 
at the time the loan is initiated. The financial institution needs to ask for information from 
the customer on all the variables present in the data set. After that the financial institution 
faces the following scenarios to calculate the probability of default: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New customer 
after 2007 
>1Loan/customer 
Yes No 
Loan No. per 
customer >1 
 
Models based on 
2007-2010(22) 
Models based on 
2007-2010(12) 
1Loan/customer 
Yes Yes No 
No Full data Full data 
Models based on 
2007-2010(21) 
Models based on 
2007-2010(11) 
Figure 6.1: A diagram to decide the appropriate model to be used to calculate the
probability of default 
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1. Determine if the customer is applying for his/her first loan or he/she has 
already other loans approved from the same financial institution that did not 
mature or defaulted yet.  
2. Determine if the customer was able to provide full data. 
a. If the customer has more than one loan from the financial institution and 
provided full data, then use the model with the lowest misclassification 
rate that was developed based on the 2007 – 2010 (22) data set (logistic 
regression model developed from the data set that stands for the loans 
refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 2007 – 2010. It 
represents customers who have more than one loan. It excludes any 
customer that has missing observations.). 
b. If the customer has more than one loan from the financial institution and 
the data provided does not fill the data for all the variables, then use the 
model with the lowest misclassification rate that was developed based on 
the 2007 – 2010 (12) data set (Decision tree model developed from the 
data set that stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or defaulted) 
during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents customers who have more 
than one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values.). 
c. If the customer will have only one loan from the financial institution and 
the customer provided full data, then use the model with the lowest 
misclassification rate that was developed based on the 2007 – 2010 (21) 
data set. (logistic regression model developed from the data set that stands 
for the loans refinanced and matured (or defaulted) during the period of 
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2007 – 2010. It represents the customers who have just one loan. It 
excludes any customer that has missing observations.) 
d. If the customer has more than one loan from the financial institution and 
the data provided does not fill the data for all the variables, then use the 
model with the lowest misclassification rate that was developed based on 
the 2007 – 2010 (11) data set (logistic regression model developed from 
the data set that stands for the loans refinanced and matured (or defaulted) 
during the period of 2007 – 2010. It represents the customers who have 
just one loan. It excludes the variables that had missing values.). 
The models estimated based on the logistic regression and decision tree methods are the 
models that provide the lowest misclassification rates for the loans that matured in or 
after 2007. Consequently, the use of the neural networks model is not needed.  
 
The outcome of this study can be useful to a financial institution to measure the portfolio 
risk. That is, the expected loss given default. It can also be useful to accord the 
appropriate interest rate; help in declining non-desirable loans; and to offer loans that are 
profitable. 
The estimated models could have been used to estimate the probability of default of loans 
that were not approved (rejected) by the financial institution if data on rejected loans was 
available. 
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